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ABSTRACT
Injury research has typically focused on how athletes respond to and cope with
injury. As a result, there exists little rbsearch on those factors that influenbe an athlete's
long-term recovery after a serious injury. The purpose of the current study was to
examine the cognitive and behavioral factors that influenced athletes' current sport
season preparation following a previous season'ending injury. The present study used
qualitative methodologies to examine these cognitive and behbvioral factors.
Specifically, this study examined the thoughts, feelings, emotions, and Behaviors
surrounding injury and return to play of five (U:5) athletes via in-depth retrospective
qualitative interview processes. Additional interviews were conducted with each
athlete's primary athletic trainer and a significant other (e.g., roommate, friend, parent,
boyfriend/girlfriend) as identified by the athlete. The raw data were transcribed verbatim
and then organized into significant statements, meaningful units, lower-order themes, and
higher-order themes. Higher-order themes were then compared across participants and
similar higher-order themes were grouped together to form common themes. Six
common themes resulted. Specifically, (a) athletes had difficulty watching their
teammates compete while being physically limited as a result of their injuries, (b) athletes
found support through their parents, family, friends, teammates, and athletic trainers, (c)
immediately after their injuries occurred, the athletes rdcognized that they had
experienced a serious injury, (d) upon their return to play, athletes were nervous about
getting hurt again and worried about the condition of their injury and regaining their
skills, (e) the athletes' injury rehabilitation was a long and frustrating process, and (0
athletes benefited from talking with other athletes who had experienced a similar injury.
Although these six corlmon themes emerged from the data, each of the participants had
unique injury experiences. Recommendations for future research are provided.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
A serious injury can be both physically and psychologically trauma'tic for any
athlete. For athletes who devote an immense amount of time, energy, and emotion to
their sport and define their self worth by their performance and success in athletics, a
serious injury can be psychologically devastating. Clearly, an athlete's mental state, or
psychological outlook, will have a significant impact on their rehabilitation from injury
and eventual return to competition (Russell,2000). Numerous factors can influence this
mental state. For example, a lack of social support, decreased participation in practices
and games, a difficult rehabilitation process, and fear of re-injury are all factors that can
contribute to a negative mental state of an injured dthlete (Granito, 2001).
Injuries in sport appear to be increasing in frequency (Meeuwisse & Fowler,
1988), and research irito the psychological aspects of atirletic injuries continues to gain
popularity within the sport psychology and athletic training literature (Brewer, 1998;
Crossman, 2001; Pargman, 1999; Ray & Wiese-Bjornstal, 1999). Cognitive appraisal,
or how an athlete perceives his or her injury (Biewer, 1994; Kerr & Miller, 2001),
rehabilitation stress (Hardy, 1992;Heil,l993; Weiss & Troxel, 1986), and an athlete's
level of social support (Albrecht & Adelman, 1987; Hobfoll & Stephens, 1990; Rotella &
Heyman, 1986) are the topics appearing most frequently in the literature. Wiese-
Bjornstal, Smith, Shaffer, and Morrey (1998) concluded the athlete's cognitive appraisal
of his or her injury to be very important in the recovery process. It has been shown that
athletes experience a cognitive response following an injury, which inJluences.their
emotional response (e.g., anger, denial, depression, shock), and ultimately their
2behavioral outcomes (e.g., adherbnce to rehabilitatiori, use of social support networks, use
of coping skills) (Granito, 2001).
The gi'ief response is another important factor in the rehabilitation pfocess.
Investigators have concluded that following physical injury, many athletes experience
somewhat predictable psychological reactions such as depression, anxiety, and impaired
'self-esteem, which may, in some cases, reach similar intensity levels to clients receiving
outpatient psychotherapy (Crossman, 1985; Eldridge, 1983; Wiese & Wiese, 1987).
Petitpas and Danish (1995) indicated the four most common reactions to athletic injury to
be l) fear and anxiety over the recovery process, 2) identity loss, 3) lack of confidence in
skills, and 4) performance decrements following retum to competition. Evans and Hardy
(1995) described a three-stage grief process that is often applied to athletic injury. The
first stage is characterizedby grief and anger and consists of stress reactions to the injury
as the athlete attOmpts to recover what has been lost (e.g., lost identity and self-esteem).
In the second stage, the athlete will likely realize the negative impact of the injury on his
or her future sport participation, as their emotions may carry over into other contexts
(e.g., relationships, schooUwork etc.). Recovery is achievediluring the third stage when
these symptoms become less prevalent and the athlete is able to focus on the process of
recovery rather than focusing on the grief that resulted from the injury.
The social support received following injury has also been investigated and is
considered an important factor influencing rehabilitation (Johnston & Carroll, 1998).
Teammates, coaches, team physicians, certified athletic trainers (ATCs), family, and
friends all play important roles in athletes' recovery from injury (Wiese, Weiss, &
Yukelson, l99l). Injured athletes' expectations of athletic trainers and the psychological
assistanCe thcy cxpect to reccivc from them have als6 bOen studied(Washington―Lofgren,
Nashan,sullivan,だ財Westellllan,2004).
Gould,Udry,Bridges and Bcck(1997)used retrOspcct市e inteⅣi ws with elitc
U.S.Ski Tealn members to exalninc strategics for coping with strcssors resultino frOm
ittШγ.It Was found that skiers who did not rccover successhlly from an ittШy repOrted
less attention or apathy from others,Inore negative rclationships,and more concems vnth
being physically inactive compared with those skiers who had a more sucCessill
recoveryo This study is unique in thatitis one ofthe few retrospect市e qualitative studies
that focuses on season ending itturiCS Suffered in sporto Shelley(1999)alsO used a
qualitat市e deslgn that evaluated athlete's perceptions ofittury and follnd that athletes'
perceptions about ittury often change over the course ofthe ittury prOcess.Hc
emphasized the importance ofsigniflCant others(e.g。,COaches and ealnmates)
influcncing athlctes'emotiOnal rcsponscs.                                   :
Hardy(1992)suggeSted that if sport psychologists are to understand thc
psycho10gy ofittury,it is crucial that thcy be■er nderst nd“why"it llriCS arc sttessful
for athletes and verl取whether such issues as post…rehabilitation stress are maJor
prOblems,Granito(2001)alSO used a qualitat市e appr9ach to descHbe the athletic ittШリ
experience whilc focusing On the meallung Ofthe ittury frOm the perspectives ofboth the
ittllred athletc and student athletic trainer.It was follnd that personality factors(e.g"
athletic identity and rolo on the team),effects on relationships・(e.g。,trainers,tealnmates,
coaches,family),SOCiologtal aspectS(e.g"gettder‐differcnces and subculture),phyJCal
factors(e.g.,pain,physical｀deconditioning,sllrgery),daily hassles(e.g。,effects on life),
and fedhgs associated with ttury and rehabilitatibn(e.g"hStration,isdttion,
―
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depression, anger, fear, confusion) were all factors impacting the psychological and t
enibtional responses of injured athletes.
Injury research has often focused on how athletes respond, or cope, immediately
following an injury. Still, there is relatively little research on the factors that influence an
athlete's successful long-term recovery after a serious injury. The purpose of the current
study was to examine those factors that influenced an athlete's current sport season
preparation follo-wing a previous season ending injury, This study differs from most of
the previous research by examining athletic injury through a retrospective qualitative"
interview process. The present study used b qualitative approach to examine the
aforementioned cognitive and behavioral factors (i.e., cognitive appraisal, grief response,
and social support) that followed the onset of athletic injury. A qualitative interview
methodology was selected because open-ended interviews have the advantage of
allowing subjects to more freely associate, and in this study, identi$ those'cognitive'and
behavioral factors that influenced their cunent sport season preparation following a
'previous season ending injury.
Research Question
What cognitive and behavioral factors precede an athlete's current sport season
following a previous season ending injury?
Scope of the Problem
Most athletes experience an injury or multiple injuries over the course of their
athletic careers. However, a serious injury, such as a season ending injury, can be
psychologically devastating for many athletes. Recovery time, rehabilitation, time away
from competition, and many other factors likely influence the athlete's recovery from
5injury. For example, perceived stress is a factor that can influence an athlete's response
to injdry and affect their physical, emotional, and social well-being, as well as their self-
concept (Russell, 2000). The current study examined the following question: What
cognitive and behavioral factors influenie an athlete's current sport season preparation
following a previous season ending injury? While much of the previous injury research
has focused on the stages of the rehabilitation process (Bianco, Malo, & Orlick, 1999;
Evans & Hardy, 1995; McDonald & Hardy, 1990), few studies have used a retrospective
qualitative design to investigate the cognitive and behavioral factdrs that influence an
injured athlete's preparation for an upcoming sport season following a previous season
ending injury.
Assumptions of the Study
The following assumptions were made:
l. The subjects were representative of college-aged athletes fecovering from'a season-
ending injury.
2. Thesubjects provided honest responses to the questions asked in the interview
process.
Definition of Terms
, 
- 
The following terms were operationally defined for the purpose of this
study:
l. Common Theme- a description of a common attitude (e.g., belief, experience, or
emotion) across participants (Patton, 1990).
―
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2. Higher-Order Theme- a description of an individual student-athlete's attitude (e.g.,
belief, experience, or emotion) in relation to a specific outlined aspect of exploration
(Patton, 1990).
u 3. Inductive Content Analysis- a systematic data analysis that allows patterns, themes,
and categories to emerge from the data. Such patterns and themes emerge out of the data,
. rather than being decided prior to the data collection and analysis @atton, 1987).
4. Meaning Unit- a group of identified perceptions and behaviors that are similar among
subjects. This group of perceptions and behaviors is identified by a title or name that
encompasses and exemplifies all peiceptions or behaviors within that group (Tesch,
leeO).
5. Phenomenology- the study of how people describe things and experience them
through their senses (Patton, 1990).
6. Rigor- one's discipline, adherence, and accuracy in identifuing the problem, designing
the research, and analyzingthe data. It requires objectivity and conciseness on the part of
the researcher (Shelley, 1999).
7. Semi-Structured Interview Guide- a list of questions, topics, or issues that are to be
explored in the course of an interview (Patton, 1990). The interviewer is able to expand
or ask other relevant questions in order to probe throughout the interview process
depending.on the direction of the interview. A semi-structured interview guide allows
individuals to express their own perspectives and experiences @affon, 1990).
8. Significant Statement- a response by the subject that pertains directly to the research
questions and phenomenon being studied (Shelley, 1999).
「9. Triangulation―a rneans Of enhancing credibility by building chccks and balances into
a dcsign through ihultiple data conection strategies. USing morc than one data colleCtiOn
approachpc....its thc researchcr to strengthcn the data(PattOn;1987).In the prcscnt
study,triangulatiё ofdata was achievcd through athlcte intewiews,athletic traincr       ・
inteⅣiews,and intcⅣicws with a signincant 6ther(i.Ct a parent,ath10tic tiainer,or
boyfriend/girifriend).                                        ′
Delimitations
The delimitatiOns ofthis study include theヽfollowing:
1.Collcgc―student athletes from lthaca Collcge and Corllell University wcrc inteⅣiewed.
2..Only those student‐athletes who expe五 enced season ending itturies were inteⅣicwed。
Limitations
The liinitations ofthis study include the following:
1. The results are lilnited by thc truthhlhess ofthe participants'rcsponses to thc
iliterview qucstions.
2. ResultS are lilnitcd tO thc qualitative phenomcnological inethodologieS used in this
study。
3. Results rnay only be generalized to student―athletes wh hav  expeHenced season
ending inJllries at lthaca College or Comell Universlty.
Chapter H
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Ittury iS inc宙table for thousands of athletes each year.AIthough thcrc is
extens市e rcsearch regarding athletic i可町 ,few studics have investigated hOw athletes'
expeHcnces,after suffeHng a scason ending ittШγi effect thei  prcparatiorfOr an
upConiing scason. Factors IInost likely to contribute to an athletc's returrl to Cbmpctition
include: 1)thC athlete's perception of social support,2)the perceived athletc―athletic
trainer relationship,3)thc athlete's cognit市e appraisal ofhis or her ittury,and 4)the
athletc's cmotions upon retuming to competition(´田血e m,1985;Nideffer,1989;
Petitpas&Danish,1995;Rotella&Heyman,1986)。Although thc stages ofittury haVC
been examined(BiancO,Malo,&Orlick,1999;Evans&Hardy,1995;Hardy&CrOce,
1993;McDonald&Hardy,1990),the COgnitive and behγioral factors precedi g an
athlete's trailung for an upcoming season have been rclatively unexplored.
Iniured Athictes'Sogial suppΩ重
Social suppo■is important for itturCd athletes as they cope with ittury.Suppo貢
can help enhancё an ittllred amete's mobdi reduCe stress,improve treatment adherence,
and increase motivation for rehabilitation(WeinbergとGould,2003)。cobb(1976)
宙ewed sodd s“po■as an hぉrlnttiond dd.For examメe,sOChi Suppo■offers a)
infollllation leading individuals to believc that they are cared fOr and 10ved;b)
infollllation leading individuals tO believe that they are esteemed and valued; and c)
infollllation leading individuals to believe that they belong tO a network of
colrmunication and mutual obligation in which others can be counted on in a tilne of
need. The type and quality ofsupport given,an athlete's perception Ofthe supportthey
receive, and the providers of social support are all critical factors that 'will facilitate or
hinder an athlete's injury rehabilitation.
Before an athlete seeks support from others, he or she will first evaluate their own
available resources in ordei to effectively cope with their injury and rehabilitation.
According to Hobfoll and Stokes (1988), athletes seek the support of others to help them
cope with inju.y when there is an absence of effective personal coping skills. Extending
one's social support can assist in coping with the stress of an injury by providing a
feeling of attachment to others, directly limiting resource loss, and providing for
resources that are lost during the injury rehabilitation (Hobfoll & Stephens, 1990). The
context of social support can be a crucial factor in an athlete's injury rehabilitation since
the stress of the injury involves the loss of many tangible resources (Hobfoll & Stephens,
19e0).
There are likely nulnerous positive outcomes to receiving social support,
especially when an athlete is unable to compete for an extended period of time.
Researchers have shown that an athlete's treatment and recovery process is often
enhanced by different types of social support (Gordon & Lindgren,1990; levleva &
orlick, l99l; Silva & Hardy, 1991; weiss & Troxel, 1986). For example, stress often
results from an injury. Proper support and resources available to an athlete can help
reduce the amount of stress experienced during the rehabilitation process. In short,
effective social support functions to sustain health and reduce stress (Shumaker &
Brownell, 1984). Similarly stated, an injured athlete's mental and physical health can
benefit from'effective social support (Hardy & Crace,l993).
l0
Social support can have benefits, however, social support is not always facilitative
to the athlete during the rehabilitation process. Hardy and Crace (1993) argued that
ineffective social stipport can diminish mental eind physical well-being and that social
support must be positive to be effective. Effective social support behaviors include:
expressing eniotional support or appraisal support, giving information, offering
emotionally sustainirig behaviors, and listening.to the concems and feelings of others
(Albrecht & Adelman, 1984). These behaviors represent three general dimensions of
social support 
- 
emotional, informational, and tangible social suppbrt. These dimensions
ofsupport outline how an athlete can receive assistance throughout his or her injury
rehabilitation. Clearly, the attitudes and beliefs about a person's social support system
(i.e., perception of sociai support) can have considerable impact on the recovery process
(Rolland, 1984).
In order for support to be effective, there needs to be continuity between the
athlete's need for a specific type of support (emotional, informational, and tangible) and
the support that is given. According to Sarason, Sarason, and Pierce (1990), social
support can have a beneficial effect if it is appropriately matched to the specific needs
elicited by the stressor. For injured athletes, the shessor most likely is the injury and
rehabilitation. Other findings (AlSrecht & Adelman, 1984) have suggested when an
athlete seeks support from potential providers, these providers not only need to recognize
the athlete's request for help but they also must be willing and capable of offering the
type of support necessary. If all of these suggestions are fulfilled, then support can be
both given and received efiectively.
ll
Social support will not facilitate an athlete's rehabilitation unless the athlete
perceives the support as beneficial. Rosenfeld and Richman (lgg7)argued that athletes
will not perceive social suppbrt as beneficial unless they first recognize the type of
support being given, dnd then believe it is important for their personal well-being.
Sarason, Sarason, and Pierce (1990) found that when the recipieht ofsocial support
perceives that the support provider is interested, empathetic, and committed, the intended
support given will be used and helpful. In short, the support available to an athlete will
have the greatest positive impact if the athlete's perception of the provided support is
positive.
Social support is most effective if properly given and received throughout the
entire rehabilitation process; however, support will best facilitate an athlete's recovery
when it is given at specific times or circumstances. For example, Evans, Hardy, and
Fleming (2000) found that the need for social support is the greatest when the
rehabilitation process is slow, when setbacks occur, and when additional life demands
place added stress on injured athletes. Regardless of circumstance, Rotella and Heyman
(1993) and Silva and Hardy (1991) have stated that social support is imperative in the
rehabilitation of the injured athlete and should be a concern to everyone involved in the
care and treafinent ofinjured athletes.
Social support is most effective when it comes from a variety of different sources.
Athletic trainers (Fisher, 1999), teammates (Shelley, lggg),coaches (Bianco & Eklund,
1999) and family members (Udry, Gould, Bridges, & Tuffey, 1997) can all have a
significant impact on an athlete's rehabilitation. A benefit of having multiple sources of
social support is the unique type of support that each support "network" is able to offer.
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Rosenfeld, Richman, and Hardy (1989) found that coaches, parents, friends, and
teammates differed in the types of support they offered. Family and friends of injured,
athletes were found to offer emotional support, which was identified as a positive source
of support to injured athletes. [n contrast, coaches and teammates offered institutional.
support, which was viewed as a negative source of support to athletes during injury
rehabilitation because. this type of support often Offered littie emotional support. This
could present a problem for athletes who remain in close proximity to teammates and
coaches and are separated from their families during rehabilitation. These potentially
negative affects of support from coaches and tearnmates have been contradicted in other
studies (Bianco & Eklund, 1999; Shelley, 1999).
Although coziches and teammates can be ineffective sources of social support'for
an athlete, significant others (i.e., those closest to the athlete) have been found to be a
reliable source of social support, especially in times of need (Hobfoll & Stephens, 1990).
Hardy and Crace (1993) supported this finding and concluded that effective support is
provided by an athlete's closest loved ones. Regardless of the source of support, a social
support structure encompassing family, peers, coaches, other injured athletes, and/or
therapists is often needed to provide a valuable foundation from which to cope with the
hardbhips of and recovery from injury (Flint, l99l; McDonald & Hardy, 1990; Smith,
1980; Wiese & Weiss, 1987).
The Athlete-Athletic Trainer Relationship
As a result of their regular interaction with athletes, athletic trainers are important
individuals in the athletic injury environment. Althoughbther medical professionals such
as doctors and nurses have important roles to play with injured athletes (Gregory & Van
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Valkenbllrgh,1991),athletic traincrs arc typically the flrst to hear abOut concemS of
athlctcs or nOtiCe physical or emotional changes in athletes.ヽhen an thlctic ittury
occurs,thc athletic trainers a廿e o tn the flrstto rcspond. WVhat athlctic trainers say to the
athlctc and how they choose to commllmcate with the ittured athlete ilrunediately
fonowing an ttury iS Critical.Wiese and Weiss(1987)follnd dёar d6rllununication to bc
an impo■ant rcsponsibility Ofathictic trainers iom'ttt onset Ofttury and throughoutthc
rehabilitation process. These authors have argued that,via appropriate colnmunication,
an athletic trainer can educate the athlete about his or her inJury,set rehabilitatio,goals
with thё athletc,and effectively monitor the prOgress ofthc aithlete's rchabilitation― all
ofwhich arc foュ11ls of social support.                        .
In additiOn to collunllnictti,gξffectively with ttllred tthletcs,a positivc rappo■
between the trainer and athlete can l田威her facilitate the athlete's rchabilitation.The trust
and confldence an athlctc has for his or hcr athletic trainer can cnhance the rehabilitation
process(Granito,2001).After an ittury;athletes oftcn lack emotional stabilityo An
athletic trainer can help to Calln anJathlete's emotions through showlng genuine・conccm
to the athleteo Emotional concem,or empathy,金om athl tic traincrs has been showll to
provide additional beneflts such as increased adherehce(CrOssman3 1997). Athletes tcnd
tO dhere better to their reiabilitation program when they feel their trainer is interested in
their well being.
Typically,most athletes wantto know whatto expect ttom the rehabilitation
process.Lis knowiedge,from an athlctic trainer,can help reduce arlxiety as well as
other llnccrtainties the athlete might have about rehttilitation(Rotella&Heyman,1986;
Wiess&Troxel,1986).Understanding the rehabilitatioゴprocess also increases the
…  ― ―
―
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athlete's cooperatibn with the medical staffand adhcrcnce to rehabilitation(Fisher,
Mullins,&Frye,1993).Although the trainers havc a responsibility to prO宙de the thlete
with infollllation rcgarding their rehabilitation,thc athletc is still responsible for their
rehabilitation adherenceo AΠtteim(1985)stated that athletic trainers need tO educate
lnJllred athletes so that athletes understand that rehabilitation and fun recovery are aJoint
effort,with the athlcte assuming a grcater responsibility.
Although athletic trainers cannot control an athicte's rchabilitation adherence,
they are ablc to provide a ccrtain degree ofpsych010gical suppOrt tO ittured athiιte .
AtЫedc trainers have repo■ed th江■お“Кl江iveけimpO■ant"or“very important"tO
address the psychological aspccts ofan ittury in mc rehabilitation process(Larson,
Starkcy,&Zaichkowsky,1996;Weiss&Troxel,1986).Despite the acknowlcdged
benents ofpr,viding psych01ogical services(e.g.,goal sc■ing,imagery,relaxatio⇒,
many athletic trainers are not incorporating these techniques when they work with ittured
athletes(Larson et al.,1996)。The llndemtilization ofpsych01ogical services in treating
ittllrcd athletes may be relatcd to trainers'lack of familiarity and foュニュlal education in
sport psychology. In order tO betteF educate athletic trainers in sport psychology,
Bareneld and McCallister(1997)suggeSted including in―seⅣice training,classes and
leCtures on spOrt psychology,and・role―playing to facilitate the education ofthe athletic
training studento Larson et al.(1996)also recOmmended integrating applied sport
psychology currlculllm in the athletic training cducatiOn.
In addition tO prOviding psych010gical seⅣices to athletes,it has been suggested
that athletic traincrs be a ccntral part ofnetwOrking and coordinating peer inodeling
(WieSe&weiss,1987).WieSC and Weiss(1987)descHbed Pcer modeling as cOmecting
¬ 一
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an injured athlete with another athlete who has recovered successfully from a similar
injury. Since trainers are often aware of athletes who have similar injuries, they could be
an effective liaison for injured athletes. Informational, emotional, and tangible support
are likely to be provided through the interaction of the two athletes. Hardy and Crace
(1993) recommended that trainers create a peer model bank of athletes who have agreed
to talk with injured athletes about their rehabilitation experiences. It has also been
recommended that trainers establish support groups for injured athletes (Wiese & Wei3s,
1987). These types of support groups are beneficial to injured athletes because it allows
athletes to discuss their injury and rehabilitation prbcesses. Injured athletes in support
groups tend to feel a sense of camaraderie since they can talk to others who have gone
through or are currently experiencing an injury'similar to their injury (Wiese & Weiss,
le87).
Injured Athletes' Cognitive Apprdisal
An athlete's response to an injury is based on the athlete's perception, or
cognitive appraisal, of the injury (Brewer, 1994; Wiese-Bjomstal, Smith, Shaffer, &
Morrey, 1998). This cognitive appraisal response then influences an emotional response,
such as shock, anger, denial; and depression, and the behavioral outcomes, such as the
use of coping skills, rehabilitation adherence, and the use of social support networks.
According to Wiese-Bjornstal et al. (1998), response to injury is dynamic and can change
over time. .Brewer (1994) argued that the cognitive appraisal approach, unlike former
traditional models and theories, effectively explains individual differences in response to
an injury.
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Advocates of the cognitive appraisal model have affempted to explain the range of
emotions encountered by injured athletes by exploring athleies' perceptions of the injury
experience. The way an athlete interprets and evaluates his or her injury is an important
aspect of the emotional and/or behavioral response to the injury experience (Brewer,
2001). If the athlete perceives the injury as a possible threat to his or her participation in
sport, he or she will likely experience a negative emotional and/or behavioral response.
However, a negative response is not likely if the appraisal of the injury is positive and the
athlete believes that he or she is able to effectively cope with the injury experience (Kerr
& Miller, 2001). According to Gayman and Crossman (2003), cognitive appraisal is
influenced by an array ofpersonal and situational factors. These factors have been, and
continue to be, evaluated through ongoing qualitative research (Br6wer, 2001; Rotella &
Heyman, 1993; Smith, Scott, O'Fallon, & Young, 1990).
As a result of the in-depth information gained from such research, qualitative
research designs are widely believed to be more successful than quantitative designs in
explaining the experiences of injured athletes. A well known qualitative research study
examining injuries suffered by elite skiers on the United States Ski Team (Gould, Udry,
Bridges, & Beck, 1997), consisted of in-depth interviews with 2l skiers who suffered
season ending injuries. A season ending injury was operationally defined as one that
prevented a skier from completing a ski racing season and kept the athlete off his or her
skis for at least three months. The investigators found the following general dimensions
associated with and impacting athletes''psychological responses to injury: perceived
benefits of the injury (e.g., a break from'rigorous training schedules, additional time to
spend with family and friends), stress associated with rehabilitation demands, physical
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collcernS; fear of re.irijury, coping strategies, and social ties with significant others.
Bianco, Malo, and Orlick (1999) also interviewed elite skiers from the Canadian Alpine
Ski Team, and concluded that injured athletes progress through an injury-illness phase,
rehabilitation-recovery phase, and return to full activity phase. These three phases *ere
characterized by a set of events (i.e., the decision to receive treatment and the decision to
return to full activity) that influenced the athlete's emotional and cognitive responses to
their injury.
Suinn (1967) believed an athlete's cognitive appraisal and response to his or her
injury was dependent on three factors. The first factor Was the injured athlete's prior
psychological level of frinctioning. The second factor included the nature of the injury,
which include the location of the injury, the severity of the injury, the duration of
rehabilitation, and the changes in the athlete's lifestyle as a result of the injury. The third
factor involved the meaning of the injury to the athlete. Suinn emphasized that the
emotional reactions experienced by the injured athlete will likely be individu alized,; a
finding that has been confirmed many times since (Brew er,1994; Danish, 1986;
Nideffer, 1989).
Another theory that addresses an athlete's information processing and appraisal
during an injury is the transactional theory developed by Lazarus and Folkman (1984).
This theory incorporates an individual's cognitive appraisal of stressors into the stress
response. This theory emphasizes that a person's belief about and appraisal of an event
plays a central role in how the person reacts to the event. The four components of the
transactional theory are: l) increased awareness, 2) information processing and
appraisal, 3) modified behavior, and 4) peaceful resolution. According to Lazarus and
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Folkman, information processing consists of primary.and secondary appraisal. Primary
appraisal assesses the existing harm or loss that the stressor elicits. This would include
the negative effects of the injury to the athlete. The secondary appraisal determines
coping strategies that can reduce the stress reaction from the primary appraisal of harm or
loss. Lazarus' transactional theory has been modified to apply to athletic injury and to
help explain the cognitive appraisal process that athletes follow after suffering an injury
(see Andersen & Williams, 1998; Grove & Gordon,1992; and Seaward,1994 for more
infoimation on the transactional theory applied to the injury experiehce).
Injured Athletes' Emotions Upon Retuming to Competition
Petitpas and Danish (1995) concluded that the most common reactions to athletic
injury are identity loss, fear and anxiety over the recovery process, and lack ofconfidence
in skills, which all can lead to performance decrements following a return to competition.
Although some or all of these reactions are present during the initial onset of injury,
many emotions carry over after rehabilitation has concluded and competition has
resumed. Even if these fears are not justified, they will seem very real for the athlete
(Russell,2000). An injured athlete often suffers changes in anger, tension, and
depression before he or she progresses toward a stable emotional state and return to sport .
(Smith et al., 1990).
An athlete's self-concept, or how they feel about themselves, can also be
impabted when an injury occurs and upon returning to play. Some injured athletes
experience a Ioss of personal identity when injured (Gayman & Crossman, 2003). In
fact, athletes who have made extensive commitments to their sports are the most
vulnerable to ego-identity loss and eventual depression (Elkin, l98l). Danish (1986)
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believed that the athlete's belief system, values, self-concept, emotional balance, dnd
social and emotional functioning could be influenced by the level of personal
identificaCion with sport roles.
Following injury, many athletes experience feelings of loneliness and separation
(Crossman &'Jamieson, 1985). An injured athlete may feel isolated because of his or her
inability to participate in practices and games. An athlete's social support system and
interaction with the team is usually lost as a result of an injury. Some athletes will
purposely avoid contact with their team when they dre injured because they feel guilty for
letting their teammates and coaches down (Petitpas & Danish; 1995). Various doubts,
worries, and fears can all develop when an injurdd athlete becomes lonely and feels
separated from a team.
Feelings of separation often lead to self-doubts as the athlete prepares to retum to
sport (Heil, 1993). The doubts, worries, and fears that some athletes experience upon
return to competition can be attributed to thought patterns regarding: a) a fear of
reinjury; b) an isolation from teammates and coaches during an injury; c) a fear an
incomplete physical recovery; d) thoughts abotit not being able to regain a starting
position on'their team; e) the temporary loss of thtir "athlete" status; or f) a fear of a
poor performance upon return to competition. Weiss and Troxel (1986) concluded that
injqed athletes were inclined to concentrate on irrational thoughts rather than.positive
and realistic thoughts when coping with injuries. Injured athletes have also been found to
overestimate the seriousness of their inj@, perceived pain, feelings of inadequacy, *g.,
apathy, loneliness, and anxiety (Crossman & Jamieson, 1985). These faulty perceptions
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can・inaucnce an athlete to fccl trappcd and controlled by their ittury(WeisS&TrOxcl,
1986).
Fear and anxiety are n″o oOmOn emotions that athletcs experience・upon retum
to competition(Rotella&Hcyman,1993)。Athletes olen ask the following questions:
Will l rccovcr? Will l ever play again? willl bc good enough to regain`Iny starting
position? In most cascs,these doubts lcad to bchaviors that advcrsely affect the healing
and rehabilitation process(Rotella&Heyman,1993)。Athletes can feel hopeless while
dealing with the stress ttd llnce■ainty ofthdr recovery,which can bad an tthlete to
become extemally controlled by their ittuり(W iSS&TrOxel,1986).lhe additional
time that ittllred athleteS have whcn ittured can be detrimcntal tё their psychological
recovcry from ittШγ.According to Wcinbcrg and Gould(2003),an ittllrCd athlete has
the added time to exPcricncc feelings ofworw and arlxiety since they are not able to
practice and competc.
Many ittllred athletes also experienCC a lack ofconidencc when retuming to
competition.Athletes may lose confldence aれr suff 五ng an ittury becausc their
physical sta,s makes them llnable to practice and cOmpete in galne situations(Weinberg
&Gould,2003)。Lowered conidence can resultin both decreased perfo.11lance and
mot市ation when thc athlete retums to coppetitiono Rotella and Hcyman(1993)pointed
out that some ittllred athletcs retuming to competition losc the Spontaneity and
asscrtiveness they once possessed. As a rcsult,an athletc's cautious play w11l tum into
perfollllance dccremcnts,which em l出直hcr erode confldence and lead tO more・stress and
frustrttion(Rotdla&Heyman,1993).
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A commonly cited model in the psyohology ofittury litCraturc is that ofKublcr…
Ross'(1969)stages Ofbereavement applied to thc ini町血 d rehabilitati n bЮCCSSCS.
According to this modcl,an itturcd athletc passes through flve typical stages:dёnial,
anger,bargaining,depression,and acceptance. Kubler―Ross argu d that denial is the
initial rcactiono Denial is o■en manifested a■er an珂岬 when an athlete has difflculty
believing that he or she is ittllred or the seveHty ofthe i可町 Suffe ed.Aft r reality sets
in,anger is tritgered and is sometimes expressed by lashing out atthOse who are closest
to the athletO(e.g.,parents,friends,boyJttёnd/girlttiend,etc.).Bargaining is typically
used by an ittllred athlete as a inal c6ping strategy and involves bargaining with a coach,
trainer,and/or Godo DepressiOn Often results when an athlete's rehabilitation begins to
plateau or when additional Setbacks occllr. Finany,。v r tilne athletes are believed to
accept the hJury and return to their follller sett phySiCally and psychologically.Nideffer
(1989)stated that the length oftime requircd for an athlete to progrcss through each stage
ofthe Kubler‐Ross model depended on the emotional stability ofthe individual,the
importance ofthc ittury tO Career Jans,and the reactiOnS OfsttniiCant others.
S…
Social support,the adietic trainer's role in the lnJu嘔′and・r habilitat on process,
and the athlete's cognitive appraisal and emotions upon re額田口ling to competition
in■uence the ittury,rehabilitation,and remm tO play processes.These factors can either
facilitate or hinder an athlete's rehabilitation and psychological preparation for an
upcoming athletic season.It is impomnttO nOte that while not all ittllred athletes
expeHence difflculties Ⅵath thes  cOgnitive and behavioral factors during rehabilitation,
research suggests that appropHate levels and interaction alnong these factors are cHtical
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in the athlete's preparation for their respective sport (Brewer, 2001; Crossman , 1997;
Evans et a1.,2000; Weiss & Troxel, 1986).
Positive social support enhances mood stdte, reduces stress, improves treatment
adherence, and increases motivation for rehabilitation (Weinberg & Gould, 2003). In
order for support to be effective, the athlete's need for a particular type of support
(emotional, informaiional,"and tangible) must match that which is provided. Social
support will n6t facilitate an athlete's rehabilitation unless the athlete perceives the
support as beneflrcial. According to Sarason, Sarason, and Pierce (1990), social support
will have a beneficial effect if the support received is appropriately matched to the
specific needs elicited by the individual.
The athletic trainer has an important role in the athlete's successful rehabilitation
from injury. Athletic trainers are in an ideal position to provide psychological support to
injured athletes. Emotional concern, or empathy, from athletic trainers has been shown to
increase adherence (Crossman ,lgg7). One of the athletic trainer's primary
responsibilities is to provide the injured athlete information regarding his or her injury.
This khowledge can help reduce anxiety and clariff other uncertainties the athlete might
have about his or her rehabilitation and return to play (Rotella & Heyman, 1986; Wiess &
Troxel, 1986).
Cognitive appraisal is used to describe how hthletes respond to or perceive an
inju.y (Brewer, 1994; Wiese-Bjornstal et al., 1998). This cognitive appraisal response
then influenc'es an emotional response from the athlete, which can include shock anger,
denial, and depression. These emotional responses then impact one's behavioral
outcomes, such as the use of coping skills, rehabilitation adherence, and the use of social
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support networks. An athlete's perception is critical in determining whether or not he or
she develops various doubts, worries, or fears upon returning to competition.
' Injury rehabilitation can place a strain physically and psychologically on an
athlete. For many injured athletes, challenges remain even when they are physically
"recovered". As a result of an injury, ffiffiy athletes develop self-doubts about returning
to sport (Heil, 1993). Doubts, worries, and fears can adversely affect an athlete's
perforinance upon retuming to play. These emotions, as well as other cognitive and
behavioral factors experienced as a result of injury, often have a significant impact on the
athlete's retum to competition.
Chapter III
METHODS AND PROCEbURES
The purpose this'study waS to describe the cognitive and behavioral factors that
influenced an athlete's current sport season preparation following a previous season
ending injury. Student-athletes, the athlete's primary athletic trainer during
rehabilitation, and a significant other (e.g., roommate, friend, parent, boyfriend/girlfriend)
were interrriewed to assess and describe the athlete's injury rehabilitation and preparation
for retum to competition. This chapter describes the a) research design, b) subject
selection, c) test instrument/procedures, d) data analysis, and e) establishing
trustworthiness.
Research Design
A retrospective qualitative research design, utilizing an in-depth semi-structured
interview format, was developed to assess 6ach injured athlete's injury experience, as
perceived by the athlete, their primary athletic trainer, and a significant other. The design
of the cunent study was similar to that of a phenomenological ,.r.ar"'h design, which
entails describing one's experiences by attending to an individual's perceptions that flow
from their own conscious awareness of a particular event (Husserl, 1962). Qualitative
methods enable the researcher to study selected issues, such as injury and rehabilitation,
in-depth and with detail (Patton, 1987). Additionally, qualitative methodologies aim'to
capture the richness of subjects' experiences in their own words and allow the researcher
to understand the experiences as seen, felt, and experienced by the subjects. A qualitative
design permitS the researcher to focus on the subjects' descriptions to questions and
allows for probing into specific aspects of those descriptions. Data, in qualitative
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methodologies, are made up of subjects' verbal descriptions of their experiences,
perceptions, opinions, feelings, and knowledge (Patton, 1987).
Subject Selgction
Ten athletes were initially interviewed for the current study. From those
interviews, five (n=5) athletes were non-randomly and purposively selected to be
interviewed for the current study. The researcher used two qualifications to select which
athletes would participate. First, in order to diverSiff athlete selection, athlbtes of both
'genders who played different sports were chosen. In other words, five football players
who experienced season ending injuries were not deemed advantageous for the current
study. Second, athlete interviews that displayed in-depth'answers to open-ended
questions were considered favorable as opposed to those interviews that included less
depth and fewer words or phrases. Specific content was not a determining factor in
athlete selection. For each athlete interviewed, their primary athletic trainer, and a
significant other were also interviewed. A total of l5 interviews were conducted.
Athletes were current collegiate athletes, at least l8 years of age, wh-o played a Spring
sport for either Ithaca College or Comell University. To meet the criteria'for the current
study, all athletes had experienced a season ending injury during their respective 2003-
2004 athletic season. Each athlete, trainer, and significant other was interviewed in the
early Sprin 92005 semester, one year post injury
The primary investigator was in contact with the head athletic trainer at Ithaca
College (Mike Matheny) and Comell University (Bemie DePalma) throughout the study.
The primary investigator provided both athletib trainers with an athlete recruitment
statement (see Appendix A), which outlined the requirements for subjects to participate
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in the current study. The head athletic trainers then contacted all eligible athletes, gi'i,en
their respectiVe school's 2003-2004 injury records, and gave e.ach athlete the recruitment
statement. If the athlete agreed to participate in the study, their contact information was
then forwarded to the primary investigator. The athletic trainer responsible for primary
care of the athlete when he or she was injured was then contacted to participate. A,
significant other (e.g., roommate, friend, parent, boyfriend/girlfriend) was identified by
the athlete and also contacted by the researcher to participate (see Appehdices B and C
for athletic trainer and significant other recruitment statements). Once all the subjects
agreed to participate in the current study, each was reminded that they would be
interviewed using a semi-structured interview guide (see Appendices D, E, and F for
athlete, athletic trainer, and significant other interview guides).
Prior to each interview (i.e., for each athlete, athletic trainer, and significant
other), the researcher reiterated the nature of the studl and the interview procedures.
Issues such as confidentiality, anonymity, potential risks, and benefits were discussed
verbally with each subject. Next, each subject read and signed an informed consent form
approved by the Ithaca College Human Subjects and Research Commiuee (see
Appendices G, H, and I for athlete, athletic trainer, and significant other informed
consent forms), which outlined the procedures of the current study. An interview time
that was convenient for each subject was then scheduled. All subject interviews took
plaOe in the counseling resource room in the Center for Health Sciences Fitness/Wellness
Clinic at lthaca College.
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Test [nstrument/Procedures
Each athlete was interviewed one time, as close as possible to the onset of their
Spring 2005 sport season. The interviews were tape recorded and then transcribed
verbatim. The athlete's trainer and a significant other (as identified by the athlete), were
also interviewed in order to triangulate the data. These two interviews took place as close
as possible to the respective athlete interview. The total participation time for each
subject was approximately two hours: one hour for his or her initial interview and one
additional hour to confirm the verbatim transcribed interview (30 min.) and to later
confirm data interpretation (30 min.). All subjects had the freedom to withdraw at any
time or refuse to answer any interview question without prejudice. Finally, demographic
information was obtained for each of the five athlete participants (see Appendix J for
demographic information sheet) and summarized for all participants (see Appendix K).
Once the informed consent was signed and demographic information collected, each
subject was given time to ask the researcher any questions he or she had about the
interview and process. The interview followed this question and answer sessir
Semi-structured interview guides, one for thd athlete, one for the athlete's primary
athletic trainer, and one for the significant other (refer to Appendices D, E, and F) were
used to explore the cognitive and behavioral factors that influenced each athlete's current
sport season preparation following their previous season ending injury. According to
Patton (1987), the interview guide gives the researcher an outline of questions that are
relevant to the research question while allowing the resehrcher the freedom to probe,
explore, and ask follow-up questions that might help clarifr the subject's answers to
questions asked by the researcher. The development of the interview guide was a
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detailed process that entailed creating open-ended questions based on existing literature
reviews; personal preferences, and colleague collaboration. Revisions were made. to
ensure that each question was not biased in potentially leading the subjects to answer
questions a particular way. Revisions were also made as a result of discussions with the
researcher's advisor and throughmock interviews with fellow graduate students.
All interviews were tape recorded with the subjects' written permission. At the
end of each interview, the tape recorder was tumed off and the researcher talked with
each subject about the study and his or her impressions of the questions that were asked
during the interview. This period was designed to "debrief'the subjects after the
interview and answei any additional questions they might have had.
Within a week of each interview, the researcher transcribed verbatim each
intervibw into a Uped document. A second meeting time was scheduled with each
athlete, trainer, and significant other to review the transcription for accuracy and to
clariff any responses that were vague or confusing to the researcher. At this time, each
subject had the opporhrnity to review the answers that he or she provided during their
initial interview.
Data Anaiysis
Data was analyzed following a modified six-step qualitative process used by
Shelley (1999): Each interview resulted in an inductive content analysis of the verbatim
transcribed data. This type of analysis allowed for themes and patterns to emerge from
the data as the data analysis process occurred. The following data analysis steps were
conducted:
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1. Each transcribed verbatim interview (i.e., from each athlete, trainer, and
significant other) was read multiple times by the researcher to grasp a general idea of the
information obtained. 
I
2. Each transcribed document was then examined for significant statements.
These significant statements were extracted from the transcribed documents. Shelley
(1999) described significant statements as responses that directly relate to the overall'
research question. A significant statement was identified as any response that was
directly related to the overall research question; specifically, any cognitive and/or
behavioral factors that might have in{Iuenced the athlete's current sport season
preparation following their previous season ending injury.
3. Meaning units were then formulated from the significant statements. The
researcher combined extracted significant statements with other'similar significant
statements and summarized them into a meaning unit that best described all of the
combined similar statements. Although the researcher identified meaning units through
combining similar significant statements, meaning units were derived from many of the
exact words and phrases that were found in the various significant statements.
4. The formulated meaning units were then synthesized into clusters of lower-
order themes. The numerous meaning units were repeatedly read and similai meaning
units were grouped together and summarized by a lower-order theme statement. Again,
although the researcher identified the lower-order themes through combining similar
meaning units, they were derived from many of the'exact phrases and words that were
found in the meaning units.
|
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5. The clusters of lower-order themes were then synthesized into higher-order
themes. Once the data were categorized into lower-order themes, the researcher
,compared 
tlrem and developed higher-order themes, which served as descriptors of the
combined lower-order themes. The higher-order themes represented the answer to the
research question for that particular individual. The formation of higher-order themes
was the final data analysis step conducted for each individuil interview.
6. After all l5 interviews (i.e,, 5 athletes, 5 trainers, and 5 significant others)
were analyzed following the aforementioned steps, the higher-order themes for each
subject were then compared across participants in order to identifr the "common themes"
in relation to the cognitive and behavioral factors influencing each athlete's current sport
season preparation. Higher-order themes for each athlete participant were compared with
'the higher-order themes identified for their corresponding athletic trainer and significant
other. Higher-order themes from an athlete's athletic trainer and significant other,
regarding their perceptions of the athlete's injury experiences, were utilized to compare
and contrast higher-order themes identified for each athlete. In other words, athlete
participants were the primary data sources while athletic trainer and significant other
participants were the secondary data sources. Common themes are presented in Chapter
4 as the results of the current study and the answer to the overall research question.
These steps allowed the data to be organized and described so that it was
manageable and'understandable for the researcher, which is crucial to the trustworthiness
of qualitative data (Patton, 1987).
，
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Establishin2・I｀rush″orthiiess
Qualitat市e mcthodologies rcquirc thc researcher to fO110W thc study's design,
establish credible testing procedures,and maintain‐HgOr at all ti es throughoutthe study.
According to Shellcy(1998),rigOr pertains to a researcher's discipline,adherence,and
accllracy in ide‐ntitting the problem,desig面ng the rcsearch,and analyzing the data.It
requires oucct市ity and conciseness on thc part ofthe researchero Rigor helps to
establish dcpcndability in a qualiitat市e study.Dependability refers to thc interpretation of
the results that can be considercd trus神o■hy(PattOn,1990).
Thc trustworthiness ofa smdy can be c血anced through tHan蒼Jttion。  っ
Triangulation is a means ofenhandng crecやility by building checks and balances into a
deSiЁn thrOugh multiple data collection strategies:Using more than one data collection
apprbach pellllits the researしher to strengthcn the data(PattOn,1987).TriangulatiOn
increases the validity ofa study and helps compensatc for potcntial weakncsscs.For
example,one wcakncss in the present study_Inay have bccn the lilnitation of human
memory. Since thc interviews were retrospective,athlctes may havc had a difflcult time
recalling past events and their feelings assbcl年ed with their inJury,rehabilitation,and
preparation for their upcoming athletic season.In the current study,triangulation of data
SOICeS helped to comppnsate for this weakness through the perspective,insight,and
obseⅣation offered in interviews oftwo othcr sourccs(i.e。,a hletic trainer and signiicant
Otheう that,spent timc widl the athlete throughout their ittury and rchabilitation.
Triangulation ofdata sollrces occtrred thrpugh athlcte,trainer,and signiflcant other(e.g.,
rootrllnate,friend,p_arent,boyfriend/girlfriend)inteⅣicws.
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Trustworthiness was also enhanced through member checks, the use of a study
auditor and peer debriefer, and by adhering to the aforementioned data analysis steps.
Member checking occurred through allowing each participant to review the verbatim
interview transcript for accuracy and to clarifu any responses that were vague or
confusing to the researcher. The study auditor, Dr. Greg A. Shelley, oversaw the data
collection and data analysis procedures to help ensure confidentiality and the accuracy of
the data analysis process.
After all the significant statements, meaning units, lower-order themes, and
higher-order themes emerged from the verbatim documents, a peer debriefer (a peer
graduate student) was given the analytical steps to interpret. A peer debriefer helped
establish trustworthiness in the current study by holding the iesearcher accountable for
the data management and interpretation of data. The peer debriefer regularly challenged
or questioned the researcher's decisions and conclusions that were made during the
analytical process. Green (1994) depicted the peer debriefer as one who helps enhance
methodological quality and dak integrity in the research process.
Thick description of the data was the final means to establishing trustworthiness.
Thick description included using specific details, 
-.*ingr, feelings, contexts, and
emotions. Data that is described in such away enables others to better understand and
draw their own interpretations (Patton, 1990).' Denzin (1989) believed that the rigor
involved in qualitative analysis is dependent upon the researcher's representation of
"thick description", or solid descriptive data. According to patton (1990), thick
description in the data analysis process organizes the information so that is manageable
and easily identifiable.
Chapter IV
RESULTS
Five hundred forty-three significant statements by the five athlete participants
formed the basis for the inductive content analyses. These statements varied in length
from a few words to several sentences. The analyses indicated that the participants
described both positive and negative aspects of their injury rehabilitation. Social support
and talking with other athletes who experienced the same injury were beneficial til
athletes, while watching practices and games were difficult for the athletes. Biographical
sketches for each of the five participants can be found in Appendix K. Higher-order
themes (see Appendices L 
- 
P) were identified for each of the participants and are
reported below.
THEME #1: Rehab was a long and mentally tiring process, howevir, her trainer,
parents, family, friends, and teammates showed concern and support.
The length of her injury rehabilitation and the support she received can best be
summarized by the following statements:
It [rehab] was kind of a long process.. .It [rehab] was just mentally, really tiring...
As far as support goes, I think having [the trainer] and everyone to work with here
[helped]. [the tainer] has been artazing. I don't know what I would have done
without her. . . She just worked with me and kept reminding me that I would be
back eventually... Looking back on it, I really don't think I would have gone back
to playing if I hadn't had their [the trainer's] help...My dad especially kind of
knows what I was going through...He tried to keep it in perspective for me...My
boyfriend has been really great too just telling me how admirable it is and how
proud he is of me that I've been working so hard.. .The girls [on the team] were
all so supportive...I think the biggest thing for me was they [teammates] kept
tellihg me how much they missed having me on the field...I think it's reassuring,
more than anything, to have people ask about your injury. (Athlete 1)
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THE4ヽE#2: Although it was hard watchilg practices and games,boiig back with
the team ttfter her ittury made her feel better because her teammates ahd cOaches
showed support and includOd her in functions.
This theme was depictcd through the fol10wing cOFrmCnts:
It[WatChing]was hard,deinitely….E卜peciall,in galncs,because sometimes ljust
wantcd to be ёutthere...I would be dying to gct outthere...If we weren't playing
so we■orifwe were losing,Ijust wanted to getin there.…You always wa t o
try and contribute to the tealn...Practices were difflcult too..。Sometimes itjust
sucked being up there and seeing everyone else playing...I came back ibrthe
second halfofpreseason andjust being there made me fccl so much beter.…It
made mc feelso much be■er tojust be around the tearn.¨Thcy[tealnmates]wcrc
great in making Stlrδ that  was involved wlth everything.…Jus  little s likc
wlien we ordcred sweat suites as a team,just making sure thatl got one
too...They keptreminding me that they realizcd thatl wasn't there and it affccted
the tearn and thatthey wantcd Fne tO Come back as soon aS possible....()bviously,
it feels good to know that you feelinissed and you're a big part ofthe tem。
(Athlctc l)
THEME筆3:Ⅱer injury caused a change ofplans,required titte for rehab,was
painful and more difflcult mentally lo deal with compared to her pre宙ous injury,
and it ithe itturyI Was a big decision to go through with the rehab process again.
This theine was evident in the fb1lowing statements:
It [the injuty] was in the begiruring of the summer and basically changed all the
plans that I had for the summer...[ was planning on spending the summer in
Massachusetts with family and friends, but when I had the surgery, I ended up
going down back to Florida...It was difficult having to change my plans...I had
torn my ACL in my other knee four years before in my sophomore year in high
school...This injury was a lot harder because I also had the MCL and the
meniscus to deal with...Mentally it was harder because when I tore my ACL in
my Ieft knee, I kind of thought it was my big injury and I got it over with...This
time, it was much more of a mental thing...I was like, ok it happened again...My
rehab for my other knee was just so easy compared to this...After going through
the whole [rehab] process the last time, it was a big decision even to decide if I
wanted to go through it again...I have been playing soccer for so long that I didn't
want to give it up:..I kind of said that I'll try and get through this [rehab] and I'll
try to play again. (Athlete l)
|~
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THEME #4: Her second surgery was scary; she felt behind in her rehab because she
was'comparing her progress with her previous injury and to other athletes' ACL
rehab and believed"she would earn a starting position next season if she worked
hard in rehab and got back into shape over the summer.
This was illustrated by the following excerpts:
I had it [the second surgery] here at school, which was also tough... It was really
scary, but I was definitely glad that I had the second surgery...It was frustrating
because there were other girls that I'd see in the training room who had the same
injury...I would see them doing something and I'd think that I should be at that
point...It was pretfy frustrating because I was kind of behind and I was comparing
it [rehab] to my other knee and where I saw other people at. . . I think it's just
going to come down to how hard I work this surnmer to get back into game shape
and eventually be starting again. (Athlete l)
THEME #5: She was ndrvous, scared, and hesitant about'returning to play, thought
coming back to play was a mental thing, feared that she would get hurt again, and
believed that she would feel more comfortable after she got her strength back
Her feelings about returning to play were surrm arizedby the following
statements:
I'm just nervous because I haven't really gotten the strength back completely in
my right leg...Once I get out on the field, I think it's going to be pretty scary...
It's [returning to play] just going to be a mental thing more than anything else...I
think I'm going to be thinking about it a lot more when I'm on the field...
Knowing that it [ACL injury] happened again, it makes me really nervous to
going back to playing again...Just thinking about it is kind of hard...My knee
feels really stable, but I still have to get the strength back in my leg...lt's going to
take getting back to 100 percent physically to help me get comfortable again.
(Athlete l)
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Higher-Order Themes for Athlete 2
TH,ptr,tp +t: Although it was difficult spending time at football when he was injured,
he worked hard in his rehab and was back the day after his injury, while knowing
immediately after his injury occurred that he injured his ACL and he would be out
for a long time.
The following statements depicted Athlete 2 and his rehabilitation immediately
'following his injury:
As soon as it happened, I pretty much knew that it was an ACL tear... I rolled
over in pain and just thought right away that it's six months. ..I wbs pissed
because I knew it when it happened that I was going to be out for a real long
time...I was back at rehab the day after [the injury occurred] to start rehabbing
and getting ready for surgery... I've worked real hard in my rehab...I was coming
into rehab early and then had to stick around at practice.. . It was almost like I
was spending more time at football now that I was injured than when I wasn't
injured.. .I didn't really like it because I spend a lot of time with football as it
is...Spending more time when you're doing less was kind of rough.
(Athlete 2)
THEME#2:It was difficult for him to stand on the sidelines and watch everybody
play white not being able to do anything and having teammates treat him different
because they felt like he was "giving up."
This was illustrated by the following excerpts:
The most difficult part was standing oh the sidelines and just watching everybody
else playing and have fun with what they're doing...I was sitting on the sidelines
itching to play, but I couldn't do it...It was kind of hard considering I couldn't do
anythirlg at most practices... Not playing in games really was rough... It seemed
like some guys felt like I was giving up on them and I really wasn't, I just
couldn't go. .. [teammates would] treat you different because you're not part of
practice...You're standing on the sidelines and there's little interaction between
the sidelines and the field...It's a liule secluded. (Athlete 2)
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TI‐IEME#3: He fbjid support through friendS,teaIEl口nates,train rs,and having
hnotherathleteli rehab witi hinl,but did not receiveisuppOrt frOm the coaching
stafl
The themc、vas exprcssed in the following narrative:
NIly parents,friends,tearnmatσs,and trainers were all really supportive.…卜4y
parcnts werc hcllful with stuff.…Lヽen l was at homc after my sllrgcry,I‐had
,friends ovcr cvcry day watching inovics vath mc.…Thatvヽas rcany,niceo My
l   intcraction with the tearn was good and everybody was rcal sympathetic abolrtit
[the ittury].….The student traincrs werc real help負1...I ncver uSed tO be a training
roo■l person,but now l hang outthere an the tilne because l know thein an pre■y
well.…They pushed ine,but when l was having troublcs thcy wentto the coaches
for me and said this kid is having troubles..…I really app cciated that.…It was
響議鸞選驚豊:慰縦思蠍I孵1躙盤luse ifl cOmc back and I'In good,then it'sa
beneit for them.…But,they're almost not colmting On it。(Athicte 2)
THEME#4:The ittury prOcess was frustrating,depressing,hard,10ng,and s10w,
and when he attempted lo return to play,he coula not do what he used to do. He
did come to tおrms with his injury,felt great,and,was 100king forward to Spring ball.
ne fo11。wing statements inustratcd the nlixture ofemOtiOns that this athlete
experienced:                            よ
It[the ittury]suCked and was hard...It was prett frustrating and deprcssing
because yoi realize that you canit even rlln for six months.…It was a long,s10w
‐ process to come back.‥When l ame back,it was rea1 lough because l couldn't
do halfthe things l use to be able to dO carefrce.…The woFs  part aboutit was this
yett when l ttied cOming back tt prac,ce toメay n‐d l knew tO myselfth江■
wasn't my stylc Ofplay.¨I couldn't五ove and it was really labO五6us...I've come
ぬtel11ls vnth it so I'm happy...I'm feeling great and I'm really looking fottard to
the Spring.(Athlete 2)
THEME#5: He was worried abOut his endurance and the cOndition Of his kneO,was
hesitant,and、was praying that another ACL injury did口Ot happen again.
This is indicated through thc fbllowing statemcnts:
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Right now I'm worried about the condition 6fmノknee..七I almost havc thc
strcngth back to where it was before sllrgery….Onething l worw about when I'm
using it is if it's going to gct tired.…I had inorc problems when l started running a
, lot while playing basketball irDccember.…Endllrance is what I'm worried
about.…恥生en I'm going to praCtiCe day in and day out,is it[my knee]going tO
wear dowllon me?...I'mjust praying it[anOther ACL ittwy]dOesn't happen
again.…Ifl had a scrious mJury again,I would basically have to hang it up and
call it quits,which would bc rough.… It's somcthing that wasin my lnind cvcry
_    tilne l was rehabbing...The one thing l always said was as lo■g asl don't rness up
my knees.…My dad played C011ege ball and hё has no knees nOw and can'trlm or
do anything….I don't wantto be that way… If it[an ACL ittШy]happCns again,
I'1l have to call it quits.(PartiCipant 2)
Higher…O der Themcs fOr Athlctc 3
THEME#1:She did not wantto deal with beriniury,Wanted an answerto what
was wrong,wo「ked through the pain,and because her ittury eXperience Was long
and frustrating,she decided that ifshe were to getinjured again,she would■ot say
anythimg to her trainers because she would be scared oflosing her senior seaSOn.
The following statements sll―arized Athletc 3 and her inJury experience:
I havc attempted to come back twicc,and this is the third timc.…It w s avttLll and
vcry frustrating…I kepttelling my tealnmates an`coaChes and parents that alH
wantis an answer...Just give me a time,juSt giVe me a dtte...It wasjust,oh see
hoilw it goes and calHfit's not be■er...It'sjust so frustrating and prolonged...I
didn't wantto havc to deal with it...They[doctOrs]did a mll body scan and follnd
a very largc hot spot on iny shin..「I had pain,but l didn'tthink anything ofit and
l kind ofjust blew it o五..I blew it ofFas shin splints...I have a very high pain
tolerance and thoughtl could work through it and it was no big deal.…Ifl were to
gёt ttllred again or have something start hurting,I don'tthiⅢ I'd Say anything to
my trainers.…I know that's notthe bestthing to do,butI'd be so scared oflosing
my senior year that I'djust keep quiet aboutit and push through what's le■ofmy
career。(Athlete 3)
THEME#2: Although taking on a coaching role and having her teanllnates try to
keep her as inv61ved as possible,it was still hard and even depressinlg because her
teallllllates were competing and she cOuld not and she felt disconnected even if her
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team had a victory; she felt as though she didn't deserve what they accomfilished
because she didn't contribute.
This higher-order theme was reflected in her following comments:
I took on a coaching perspective [role] and helped them [tdammates], which is
weird as a sophomore...But, that was as iirvolved as I could be...My teammates
especially were great...They tried to keep me as involved as possible...Whether it
was making up a dance for a routine, calling me up to watch things, or sitting and
conditioning with me...At practices, it was really hard for me to sit there and not
do anything...[ mean, my teammates were out there competing and I couldn't do
dnything... I felt slightly disconnected because if we did have a victory, I didn't
look at it as mine since I didn't contribute...I always felt that I didn't deserve
what they [teammates] accomplished. (Athlete 3)
THEME #3: Her surgery was tough and affected her attitude and daily activities but
her trainers and d6ctors always checked in on her and she was able to talk with
other teammates who had the same injury. She wanted to work hard and make a
return to show thht the support and encouragement that her mom, friends,
boyfriend, and coach provided made a difference in her rehab.
This was illustated by the following excerpt:
I couldn't walk up stairs and I couldn't walk down stairs...I would squat down in
front of my refrigerator and not be able to stand back up...It [after surgery] was
tough and it affected everything. . . Sometimes I was so frustrated . . . [trainer] is .
making sure I'm doing what I'm supposed to, is always checking up on me, and
always making sure that if I have any questions or problems to come to
him...Support from people was definitely a big thing because coming back this
. time, I didn't want to get my hopes up that things would go well...I kind of
' needed a kick in the butt when it came time to pushing myself...It made me work
that much harder to get back not only to prove to myself that I could do it, but to
. show them [family, friends, boyfriend, coach] that they made a difference...
Because they really did help. (Athlete 3)
THEME #4: with her adrenaline flying high upon a return to competition, she
projected that she would be nervous because she had not competed in so long,
ヽ                  ~
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worried that she..would not meet her own and other people's expectations, and
thought that she could get hurt again.
Her feelings regarding returning to competition were best summarized by the
following statements:
I know my adrenaline is going to be flying high...It's [returning to play] going to
be exciting...It'll be like competing for the first time again...As much as I'm
going to try not to be, I know I'm going to be really nervous because I haven't
competed in so long...Coming back now, I'm worried that I'm not going to reach
people's expectations...So that's a lot of pressure...If I happen to fall, I fall...tt's
not too big of a deal, but at the same time, I know that ['ll feel like I've let myself
and other people down...In the back of my mind, there's still the thought that I
could hurt it again. (Athlete 3)
Higher-Order Themes for Athlete 4
THEME #l: She knew what was happening and was in shock when her ACL
snapped because she thought it would never happen to her. After surgery, she felt
like and outsider, had a hard fime and was frustrated with sitting and watching,
adapted to being injured, but wished that her injura could have happened at a
different time.
Her ei<periences were noted in the following statements:
Initially right when it [ACL] snapped, I was saying,Do, no, no because I kind of
knew what was happening...Right after [the injury occuned], it was a shock...
When I came back, I felt kind of like an outsider...Everyone had really started to
bond over the winter break...It was hard for me just to sit and watch and see a
sophomore, who I think I'm so much better than, start in my spot...I feel like I
just got used to being injured and now I really don't remember what it feels like
not to be injured...Now, it's just part of me...I just never thought it [an ACL
injury] would happen to me...It had happened to a lot of girls, but I never thought
it woild happen to me...It was really hard just knowing that I have to'sacrifice a
wholi: year and being that I'm captain this year...I wish it would have happened
my freshman or sophomore year when we had six seniors on the team and I
wasn't going to play. (Athlete 4)
THEME #2: Aldhough her parents, pastor, friendS, and trainer were'helpful after
her surgery and her injury helped her become closer with the team, she wished she
could have had more support from her coach and believed that certain teammates
wbre excited that she was injured because they got to start.
Her feelings regarding the support she received during her rehabilitation were best
summarized by the following statenients:
Right after my injury, my family was the best support because I know they
genuinely care...They helped me keep everything in perspective and I was able to
talk to them and tell them how I was feeling...My pastor at my church back home
helped a lot.. .He just talked to me and gave me some scripture to read, which
helped. . .I think that my friends were a big help too. . . They just kind of told me
that they were there...The trainer was really supportive...She was new this year,
but now she and I are very close...The team was sympathetic, but I think deep
down inside some people were like, "Sweet, I get to start now"....She [eoach]
needed me to play, so the first thing she asked was, "Can you play on it? Let's
get a doctor to see if yod can play"...She tried to kind of help me, but she didri't
ask me how I felt or what I wanted to do. (Athlete 4)
THEME #3: While trying to stay positive in front of her team and be enthusiastic at
practices, she felt worn out, felt like practices were routine and she could not do
anything right, that she was not getting anywhere, and that it was just easier to be
angrT and upset.
This theme was illustrated by the folloⅥang excerpts:
In the beginlling l felt likc l was still into the practices because l was right there
and l was real enthusiastic...But now,I feel like it's so routine and l fcellike I'm
worn out and I'm si■ing on the sidclinesjust saying stuF..I can only say so
much.…I'In like,what's thc point?.…I know the rightthing to do is to be positive,
but it's so much casierto bc angry and upset¨.I can't do anything right now but
physical therapy and walking。..RightnOwljustfeelkindofhelpless...I feel like
I'm not rcally gctting anywherc。(Athicte 4)
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THEME #4: Everyone always wanted to know how her knee was feeling, brit she
hated talking aborit it all the time becarise she did not want to be looked at as
someone who waii hurt.
This theme was evident in the following statements:
I feel like people have simpathy for me, but I don't really like that...l don't like
when people say I feel so bad for you...Everyone always wants to know what's
going on and I just hate having to talk about it all the time. ..I think just being
another girl who tore her ACL...I never wanted to have that stigma attached to
me..:I really don't want to talk about it [my injury] and I don't want to be looked
at as like someone who is hurt...I just want people to look at me like they used
to...I think they always bring it [my injury] up because it's an'easy conversatidn
starter, but I don't think they really care because they don't know what it's like.
(Athlete 4)
THEME #5: Although she was li'nown for her hustle, she was planning to change her
game to become more of a finesse player and she was nerrous and stressed about
getting hurt again, living up to expectations, getting back into shape, geffing her
speed, agility, and skills back, and hoped that playing again would not feel foreign to
her.
' These feelings were reflected in the following comments:
I was known for my hardcore hustle all over the place and I don't think I'll be
willing to do that anymore...I'm just going to change my game around to be more
of a finesse player because I don't think it's worth it to try to get hurt again...I'm
kind of nervous and scared about coming back because I think about if another
player is going to be out of control and fall on me again...That's the one thing I
Tear, coming back and then getting hurt again...I'm'nervous about getting hurt
again dnd nervous about playing up to my expectations and my team's
expectations...I'm really nervous and stressed because I'm a second year captain
and feel like there's a lot of weight on my shoulders...I think about just getting
my body back in shape, getting my speed and quickness back, and getting my
skills back...I hope it doesn't feel foreign to me. (Athlete 4)
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' Higher-Order Themes for Athlete 5
THEME #1: While he walked off the field; he knew that he tore something in his
right elbow. He was upset with his coach's and nurse's response'to his injury, felt
like he let his team and himself down, and felt the biggest inconveniences io be
ruiining from doctor to doctor getting referrals, his insurance company, sleeping,
tirking showers, going to class, and coming back to school late.
This was illustrated by the following excerpts:
I walked off the field and knew right away that I tore something in my elbow
because I corild just tell'by the way it [my arm] felt. ..My coach told me that I
shouldn't have worked out so much...I was pissed off and haven't returned his
Calls after that...We [my dad and I] went to the emergency room and the'nurse
wouldri't take x-rays and didn't think it was serious...We left upset...I let myself
' down because maybe I shouldn't have let myself pitch that day...I felt like I sort
of screwed over my team because in the regional playoffs they needed somebody
to pitch in that third game, but I couldn't pitch...The biggest pain was ruming
around getting referrals from doctor to doctor...The other thing that was r-eally a
pain wbs that the insurance company wouldn't cover the surgery becatrse they
said it was an unnecessary surgery...I really had b problem sleeping and taking
showers was awful because I had to put my arm in a plastic bag...Going to
classes really sucked because I couldn't use my arm...PluS I came back late and I
was just catching up on everything. (Athlete 5)
THEME #2: As a result of his injury, he felt likb and outcast, drifted away from and
did not feel a part of the team, was depressed that he could not play, had a difficult
'time watching practice from the bleachers and even stopped going to practice, felt
like everybody forgot about him, and lacked support from his teammates
His feelings about his interaction with the tealln after his inJtt were best
sll―arized by the fbl19wing statements:
I sprt of drifted away ttom the team.…As far as my tea―ates,nobOdy really
talked to me.…It really sucked because my tealmmates weren't calling me to go
out on Wednesday nights and stufflike th江.…We[th9 team1 0rdered warm‐up
suits and l put my order in,but never got■,Order.…I'm thinking,●4 maybe
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ttiey [coaches and teammates] don't consider me a part of the team...l felt like I
was hurt and no one cares...When they started practicing in the Fall, I watched
from the bleachers...I felt like an outcast and I didn't want to get in the way...It
sucked to sit there ahd watch...I couldn't really do anything, so I just sort of
stopped going to watch the practices. (Athlete 5)
THEME #3: While being cautious and sticking to what he was supposed to do in
rehab, he treated his arm as if it was a porcelain doll, shared stories and compared
workouts with another athlete who had Tommy John surgery, related to major
league pitchers who had the same surgery, and focused attention on every little
thing'while throwing.
The following statenients best summarized his rehabilitation:
I treated my arm as if it were a porcelain doll and just stuck to what I was
supposed to do.r.B'efore ['d go to bed I'd be in my room and doing the exercises I
was supposed to do...['m taking the steps and being very cautious to make sure
I'm not going to do anything tliat's going to jeopardize my situation...l just sort
of pay attention to every little thing now. . .I know if I want to put some heat on
the ball that I can do it no problem...I just have to rcalize that when I'm warming
up, I have to take the extra time to make sure my arm is in the right spot the whole
time I throw...I called a kid who had Tommy John surgery...Just to know that it's
going on with other people makes you feel good about the surgery.
(Athlete 5)
THEME #4: He was not pleased with the rehab process, thought his trainer was
unfriendly and not dedicated to his rehab, felt that he was a pain to his trainer and
was often left on his own during rehab, and did not know if he was properly
completing his exercises.
This theme was evident in the following statements:
I wasn't too pleased with the rehab process at all...My trainer wasn't the
friendliest person in the world and it almost seemed like I was a pain in his ass
because I got hurt...It seemed like as soon as I got out of the cast I was on my
own. . .l got a list of stuff to do and he wasn't there with me to make sure I was
doing it right...I didn't know if I was doing it right,-if I should increase the
weight, or if I should. do more reps...lf you're doing internal and external,rotation
on a rubber band, there's so many things you can do wrong...l see the guys on tv
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that are doing[the rehab Jttom ToIImy John and they've got somebody thcre
watching them ttd grabbing thet arm and making sure thcy do it right.
(Athlete 5)   .
THEME#5: He was outto prove people wrong and vOwed notlo give up since
people did nottake hiln seriously when he said that he was going to be back at 100
percent;and while his greitest concern was not overworking his arnl,his lnechamics
were amazing compared to whatthey were before,and he feltlike he was now more
of a pitcher than a thTowere
The following statcmcnts sll―ed his rcturn to play:
I felt like people didn'ttake inc serious when l said thatl was outto be back 100
pcrccnt.…Ijust wantto get outthere and show thatI'li be back and rQady tO
play.…1'In outto prove people wrong。..Ⅳ〔y gr atest concem is not overworking it
[aml]…I'm afraid I'm not g9ing tO take e■ough rest b tween the nexttime I'm
going to pitch.…Before l didn't have good inechanics.…Now my lnechanics arc      ,
alnazing compared to whatthey were...I feel a lot rnore confldent because I've
concentrated on the change‐up,cllrveball,and I've got a knuckleball now...Now,
I feel like l'm more ofa pitcherthan a thrower.(Athletc 5)
Athletic Trainer and Signiflcant Other Findings    ,
Athletic trainer and signiflcant other interviews were examined using the sarne six
step data analysis process as the a■iete inteⅣiew .T high r‐ord r themeS that
emerged frorn the data were llsed to cither support or renite the athlete flndings.
Although there was some vanability in the responses ofthe athletic trainers and
signincant others regarding the iゴury and rehabilitation ofthe ittllred tthletes,there
were some collllnon flndings that emerged from the｀data,which supported the coIIIInon
themes follnd from the athletes.
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Athletic Trainer Findings
All five of the athletic trainers stated they perceived the athletes to be concemed
about regaining their skills upon their return to play and worried about experiencing a re-
injury. Athletic Trainer I stated, "I think she's [athlete l] fearful of being hurt again and
is nervous that her knee is not stable and it's not going to do what she wants it to."
Athletic Trainer 4 had similar sentiments and said, "l think her [athlete 4] main concerns
are if she is going to get the motion back in her leg and if she is going to be able'to run
normal again." Finally, Athletic Trainer 5 had similar observations and stated, "i believb
that he [athlete 5] thinks it's [elbow] not totally back to being completely healthy: I think
in the back of his mind he's concerned that he's going to re-injure his elbow."
According to most of the athletic trainers, athletes also appeared to lack
confidence and seemed nervous about returning to play. Athletic Trainer 1 stated, "I
think she [athlete 1] has some fear and hesitation going back to play. I think right now,
[athlete l] is excited about her progress, but I have a feeling that she's pretty nervous at
the thought of.going back to playing. Weire trying to work on getting her confidence
back because I don't think [athlete 1] feels 100 percent confident right now." Similarly,
Athletic Trainer 3 stated, "When rehabilitation didn't go well for her [athlete 3], some of
the hope and confidence she had in her ability subsided."
Finilly, most of the athletic trainers acknowledged that the athletes benefited from
talking with other athletes who have experienced a similar injury. Athletic Trainer 2
stated, "Another senior had the same injury and surgery as [athlete 2] almost on the same
day. They were together almost the entire time rehabbing and I think that having another
person going through the same process made it not as much of a grind for [athlete 2]."
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Athletic Trainer 3 stated the following regarding the interaction of Athlete 3 and a
teammate who hlid the same surgery, "I think having that system of being able to talk to
somebody really helped [athlete 3]. It helped her [athlete 3] feel like she was not crazA
since the same injury happened to her teammate."
Significant Other Findings
All five of the significant othefs perceived social support to benefit the athlete
throughout the injury and rehabilitation process. Significant other I stated, "She [athlete
l] had a lot of friends and'family around her. I think having that support system really
helped. Friends at school were really good at helping her out and I think that was
definitely very important." Similarly, Significant other 2 commented, "His [athlete 2]
trainers, friends, and'relatives were great through everything. He probably had five or six
friends come over every night during Christmas break to see how he was doing."
Significant other 4 added, "Everyone has been very supportive. People would carry her
[dthlete 4] crutches, give her rides to rehab, and let her voice her concerns to them. I
think she was very appreciative of that."
Most of the significant others observed the athletes to experience frustration
during their injury rehabilitation and while watching teammates compete. Significant
other 3 stated, 'iI think it was just really frustrating for her [athlete 3] because she had the
first surgery, took time off, and her shin did not heal. It was frustrating for her to go
through another surgery and not know if a second surgery would fix everything or not."
Significant other 4 commented on Athlete's 4 inability to practice and stated, "I think she
[athlete 4] was kind of frustrated having to be at practice for three hours a day and not be
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able to dO anythingo She's a little nustrated because ollr team isn't doing too well and
she can only watch and notto anything aboutit."
Common Thernes
As a result ofacross sutteCt higher‐ordertheme compansons and aftcr examining
the signiflcant other and athletic trainer flndings,six comonthcmcs(sce Appcndix Q)
emergcd from thc data:(1)athletcs had difflculty watching their tea―tes cOmpete・
while being physically limited as a result Oftheir ittllrieS,(2)athletes follnd support
throuЁhtheirparents,family,friends,tealmatet and athletic ttainers,(3)iFШnedittely
after their ittllries Occtlrred,the athletes recognized they had experieiced a sσHous ittury,
(4)upon their retum to play,athletes were neⅣous bout ge■ing hui again and worried
about the condition oftheir ittury and regaining their skills,(5)the athletes'ittury
rehabilitation was a long and frustrating process,and(6)athletes beneited ttom talking
with other athletcs who had experienttd a similar ittury.Each ofthese themes arc
discussed below.
COMMON THEME#1:Athletes had difrlculty watching their teammates compete
while being physically lilnited as a result oftheir injuries.
An flve ofthe athletes indicated that it was difflcult to watch practices and garnes
when they were ittured.Athletes felt fmstrated that they・could not compete in heir sport
and had to watch their teallmates play from the sidelines.l This theme was reflected
through the following comments by Athlete l:
It[WatChing]was hard,dcinitely…Especially in games because sometimes ljllst
wanted to be outthere.¨I would be dying to get outtherc...Ifwe weren't playing
so we■orifwe were losing,Ijust wanted to getin there.…You always wall to
try and contHbute to the tealn...Practices were difflcult tOo...Sometimcs itjust
suckcd bcing up there and seeing everyone else playing。(Athlete l)
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Athlete 2 gavethe following narrative:
Th'e most difficult part was standing on the sidelines and just watching everybody
else'playing and having fun with what they're doing...I was sitting on the
sidelines itching to play, but I couldn't do it. ..It was kind of hard considering I
couldn't do anything at most practices...Not playing in games really was
rough. ..It seemed like some guys felt like I was giving up on them and I really
wasn't...I just couldn't go...They [teammates] would treat you different becafse
you're not part of practice...You're standing on the sidelines and there's little
interaition between the sidelines and the field...It's a little secluded.
(Athlete 2)
Athlete 3 had similar sentiments:
I took on a coaching perspective and helped them [teammates], which is weird as
a sophomore...But, that was as involved as I could be...My teammates'especially
were great...They tried to keep me as involved as possible...Whether it was
making up'a dance for a routine, calling me up to watch things, or sitting and
conditioning with me...At practices, it was really hard for me to sit there and not
do anything...My teammates were out there competing and I couldn't do
anything...I felt slightly disconnected because if we did have a victory, I didn't
look at it as mine since I didn't contribute...I always felt that I didn't deserve
what they accomplished. (Athlete 3)
Athlete 4 described her experiences in the following statements:
In the beginning I felt like I was still into the practices because I was right there
and I was real enthusiastic. ..But now, I feel like it's so routine and I feel like I'm
worn out and that I'm sitting on the sidelines just saying stuff...I can only say so
much...I'm like what's the point...l know the right thing to do is to be positive,
but it's so much easier to be angry and upset...[ can't really do anything right now
but physical therapy and walking. . .Right now I just feel kind of helpless. ..I feel
like I'm not really getting anywhere. (Athlete 4)
Finally, Athlete 5 stated the following:
When they [team] started practicing in the Fall, I watched froin the bleachers...I
felt like an outcast and I didn't want to get in the way...It sucked to sit there and
watch...The other thing was just siuing around and not being able to do
anything. .. I couldn't really do anything, so I just sort of stopped going to
watching the practices.. .It kind of sucked just watching gamei on tv...If I were
watching a game and I saw someone out there pitching and they weren't doing
well, and I would say, "Oh I could go in now if I was healthy. I could do.it, put
me in".,.But, I can't because I'm scr"ewed...The biggest thing was being at the
regional playoff games because it's right by my house and I went to watch:. .The
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bullpen got rcal thin real qui9k。…They necded that solid third starter and that
would have bccn me。(Athlct  5)
COMⅣ10N THEME#2:Athletes fouhd support through their parents,family,
friends,teammates,and athletic trainers.
Follr ofthe athletesヤindicatcd that thcy beneflted from the support their parents,
family,friends,teammates,and athletic traincr pro宙dcd t em dllring their i可町
rchabilitation.This theme was reflectcd in the following quotations by Atuete l:
As far as support goe,,I think having[thc traincr]and eVeryone to work with here
[helped].[The trainer]has bCen amazing...I don't know whatl would have done
without her...She walked mc through it[the sllrgery]and my COach came with me
to the hospital..。She wasjust amazing through・everメhing・…ShCjust worked with
me and kept renlinding rne thatl would be back eventuany.…Looking back on it,I
really don'tthink l would have gone back to playing ifl hadn't had thcir
[trainer's]help…My parents were really great'and my brothers made it[rchab]a
liile bit easier.…He[my dad]t五ed to kecp itin pcrspect市e fo  m .…My
boyttiend has been rcally greattoojusttelling me how admirable itis and how
prOud he is ofme thatI've been working so hard.…More than anything,it'sjust
rettsuring to knowфご■ey're[famiサand hends]htrested.…Th 」Js[On the
team]Were all so supportive...I think the biggest thing for me was that they
[teammates]kepttelling me how much they missed having me on the ield.
(Athlete l)
Athlete 2 expresSed・the upport he received in the fono宙ng Statements:
My parents,friendS,tealmates,and trainers were all really supportive...My
parents were helphl with s耐..ハⅣhen l was at home after my sllrgery,I had
iiends over every day watching movies with me.…That was really nice.…M
interaction wlth the tealn was good and everybody was real sympathetic aboutit
[my ittury]...The student trainers werё real helpil...I never used to be a training
roo血person,but nOw l hang outthere allthe timc because l know them all pre守
wen...「Fhey pushed lne and when l was having trOubles they wenttO the coaches
for mc and said this kid is having tЮubles...I really appreciated that.
(Athlcte 2)
Athlete 3 had similar sehtiments:
[The trainer] is making sure I'm doing what ['m supposed to, is always checking
up on me, and is always making sure that if I have any qilestions or problems to
come to him...Support from people was definitely a big thing because coming
back this time, I didn't want to get my hopes up that things would go well...I kind
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of needed a kiik in the butt when it came time to pushing myself...[t made me
work that much harder to get back not only to prove to myself that I could do it,
but to show them [family, friends, boyfriend, coach] that they made a
difference...because they really did help. (Athlete 3)
Athlete 4 stated the following:
Right after my injury, my family'was the best support because I know they
genuinely care...They helped me keep everything in perspective and I was able to
talk to them and tell them how I was feeling...My pastor at my church back home
helped a lot...He talked to me and gave me some scripture to read, which
helped...I think that my friends were a big help too...They just kind of told me
that they were there.. .The trainer was really supportive. .. She was new this year,
but now she and I are very close. (Athlete 4)
COMMON THEME #3: Immediately after their injuries occurred, the athletes
recognized they had experienced a serious injury.
When three of the athletes were injured, they knew right away that they had a serious
inju.y. This common theme was reflected in the following quotations:
As soon as it happened I pretty much knew that it was an ACL tear because it had
happened to a bunch of other guys on the team. . . .I rolled over in pain and just
thought right away that it's six months...I got helped off the sidelines and I think
I chucked my helmet...I was pissed because I knew it when it happened that I was
going to be out for a real long time. (Athlete 2)
Initially right when'it [ACL] snapped, I was saying, no, no, no because I kind of
knew what was happening...Right after [the injuryoccuned], it was a shock...It
had happened to a lot of girls, but I never thought it would happen to me. ..It was
really hard just knowing that I have to sacrifice a whole year being a captain this
year.,.I wish it would have happened my freshman or sophomore year when we
had six seniors on the team and I wasn't going to play any way...It was kind of
hard. (Athlete 4)
I walked offthe field and knew right away that I tore something in my elbow
because I could just tell by the way it [my arm] felt...My summer coaches didn't
really understand what was going on...They were like, "Get back out there" and
I'm like, "No I can't"...One of the worst things was one of my swnmer coaches
said, "l told you that you shouldn'i have worked out"...[ mean right now, you
have to work out if you want to keep up the strength...I just looked at him and
thought my dad was going to knock him out...I was pissed off and haven't
retumed his calls after that. (Athlete 5)
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COMMON THEME#4:Upon their return to play,athletes were nervous about
getting hurt agalh attd worried abOut the c6nditioh Oftheir ittliry and regaliing
their skills.
Four athletes expresscd that they were nervous and concemed about retuming to
play. This theme was reflected in the following colllunents by Athlete l:
I'mjust neⅣous becausc l haven't really go■n the strength back completely in
my rightleg….once l get out on the fleld,I think it's going to be prc■y scary.…
It'S[retuming to play]just going to be a mentalthing more than anything dse.…I
think I'in going to be thinking aboutit a lotrnorc when l'In on the fleld.…
Knowing that it[ACL ittuり]happencd again,it makcs mc really ncⅣous to
going back to playing again.…Just think g aboutit is kind ofhard.…My knee
feels reany stable,but l still havc to get the strcngth back in my lじg….It's going O
take ge■ing back to 100 percent physically to gct comfortable again.
(Athlete l)
Athlcte 2 stated the following:
Right now,I'In worried about the condition ofrny knee.…I allnost have the
strength back to where it was beforc surgery…One thing l wo w about when I'm
using it is if it's going to get tired.…I had lnore problcms when l started running a
lot playing basketballin December.…Endllrance is what I'm worned
about.…When l practicc day in and day out,is it[my knce]going to wear dowll
on me?...I'mヽjust praying it[another ACL ittury]dOeSn't happen again...Ifl had
a serious ittury again,I would havc to hang it up and callit quits,which would be
rough.…It's something that was in my mind every time l was rchabbing...The one
tttng l always said,Was aslong as l don't mess up my knees.…My dad played
conege ban and he has no kneeS now and can't rLm Or dO anything。…I On't want
to be that way。(Athlcte 2)
Athlete 3 had silnilar sentilnents:
I know my adrenaline is going to be flying high.…It's[retuning tO play]gOing tO
be exciting。…It'1l be like competing for the flrst tilne again.…As much asI'm
going to l町y nOttO be,I know I'm going to be reany nervous beCause l haven't
compe,d in s0 10ng。…Comi  back now,I'in wOrried that I'm not going to reach
people's expectation,so that's a lot ofpressllre.…Ifl h ppen to fall,I fall.¨It'  not
too big ofa deal,but at the same time,I knOw thatI'1l feel likc r've let myselfand
other people down.…In the back ofrny lnind,there's stin the thought that l could
hurt it again。(Athletc 3)
Athlete 5 illustrated his feelings in the f01lowing statёments:
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I felt like people didn't take me serious when I said that I was out to be back 100
percent...I just want to get out there and show that I'll be back and ready to
play...I'm out to prove people wrong...My greatest concern is not overworking it
[arm]. ..I'm afraid I'm not going to take enough rest between the next time I'm
going to pitch...Before, I didn't have good mechanics...Now my mechanics are
amazing...I feel a lot more confident because I've concentrated on the change up,
curveball, and I've got a knuckleball now...Now, I feel like I'm more of a pitcher
than a'thower. (Athlete 5)
COMMON THEME #5: The athletesi injury rehabilitation was a loirg and
frustrating process.
Four of the five athletes commented on the rehabilitation process being
frustrating, tiring, hard, prolonged, and leading to feelings of helplessness. For example:
It [rehab] was kind of a long process. ..It [rehab] was just mentally really tiring. ..
It was kind of a long process for recovery because I missed some weeks of
physical therapy because I was traveling back to school...Since the beginning of
the year, I've beeri going to see [the trainer] in the training room for at least three
days a week...In the beginning of the year, it was five days a week....On top of
that,I have to make sure that ['m going to the gym every day lifting and
running...lt's atime commitment, definitely. (Athlete l)
It [the injury] sucks and was hard...It was pretty frustrating and depressing
because you realize that you can't even run for six months...[t was a long, slow
process to come back...When I caine back, it was real rough because I couldn't
do half the things I use to be able to do carefree...The worst part about it was this
year when I tried coming back at practice to play and I knew to myself that it
wasn't my style of play...I couldn't move and it was really laborious... The Fall
was a really frustrating experience and I never thought my knee was going to gbt
better after that...It's been a long time [since I've played]. (Athlete 2)
It [rehab] has been very frustrating...I have attempted to come back twice, and
this is the third time...Both first times I was hoping to be fine and pain free
again...The second time, especially, I really got my hopes up and nothing
happened and I was back to squzue one...It was awful and.very frustrating...l
kept telling my teammates and coaches and parents, that all I want is an
answer.. .Just give me a time, just give me a date. ..It was just, "Oh see how it
goes and call if it's not'better"...It was just so frustrating and prolonged...I didn't
want to have to deal with it. (Athlete 3)
In the beginning, I feel like I was still into the practices because I was right there
and I was real enthusiastic...But now, I feel like it's so routine and I feel like I'm
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wom outandI'm siting on the sidelinesjust saying stu五..I can only say so
liluch。…I'm likc,what's thc point?.…I know the rightthing to do is to bc
positivc.…But,it's so much easiertO be angry and upsct.¨I can't do ything
really right nOw,like physical therapy and walking.…I feel like ljust got usёd tol
bcing ittllred and now l really don't remembcr whatit feels like notto be
ittured.…Now,it'sjust a part ofme.…Righ nowljustfeclkindofhclplcss...I
fcel like IPm not rcally gctting anywhcrc.(Athlctc 4)
COMMON TⅡEME#6:AthleteS benerlted frOm talking with other athietes who
had experienced a similar iniury.
Several ofthe athletcs indicated that being able to talk with other athletes who had
expeHenceda similar ittury enhanced their rehabilitation expeHcncc.Thistheme was
supportcd in the following statemcnts:
I've talked to a 19t Ofpeople who havc tom their ACLs.…It seems like every other
person tears theirs.…I 's supportivc and you get a lot ofgood facts.…I would rate
how l was progressing against how they progressёd.…It seemcd like l was doing
well,so it was nice foi that...There's another guy w10 iS going through rehab
wlth ine day in and day out..。We weren'  the best offriends,butit was nice
having anodler person going through that.…It inade it a lot easier because it
[rehab]iS a real lonely spot。…Ifthe other persOn wasn't there,I'djust be by
myselfdoing all these exercises andjogging.…I'm rcally happy thcrc is somebody
else there to talk tO.(Athlctc 2)
Athlete 3 had sirnilar sentiments:
Ifl ever had any questions aboilt how things should feel,what it should look like,
they'd[teammates who pre宙ou ly had the same ittury]already been there。…Ifit
camё to should l pullthrough this,or hold back a little bit,they would have Lithcr
gone through it,or kind ofhadthe same feelings.…We stin compar  notes。
(Athlete 3)
Athlete 5 also expressed silnilar experiences in the following staternents:
A catcher who caFne t0 011r team last year had it[Tommy JOhn sllrgery]when he
was in high school...I talked to him aboutit a li■le bit and wejus shared
stories...I called another kid who had To―y J61m[sllrgery].…I talke t  him on
the phone to see whde he's at.…It was kind ofweird because the stuffthey lhis
trainers]had him doing,I'm like,“Holy crap you're doing that already?''….I'm
looking atrny schedule and l had my ten inonths planned out fbrine.…AndI'I
like,“I don't agree宙th that.[The trainerl isに1l g me this and you're doing
this,how is that good?"...Ithink someb6dy else doesn't know whatthey're doing
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there or they [the trainers] don't know what they're doing with me...So, that was
nerve wracking...Comparing workouts and knowing that it's going on with other
people makes you feel good about the surgery. (Athlete 5)
Non-Common Themes
Although the athletes had common injury and rehabilitation experiences, there
were some variations and differences among the athletes. For exfimple, Athlete I had
difficulty after her injury because she had experiericed the same injury two years prior.
'She continually compared her current rehabilitation to her previous rehabilitation and
would get frusfiated when she felt that she was not progressing as quickly as her first
rehabilitation, Athlete 3 continued to compete even though she was in pain and knew
that she was seriously injured. Athlete 4 stated that she became frustrated when people
only talked to her about her injury. She also commented that she planned on changing
her style of play from aggressive to more cautious in the hope of avoiding another injury.
Finally, Athlete 5 was not satisfied with his trainer's support and assistance throughout
his rehabilitation. He also stated that he had become a better pitcher through his injury
and wanted to prove people wrong by having a succesSful return to play.
Non-common themes were identified as any higher-order themes that were not
included in one of the six common themes that emerged from the data. The following arg
the non-common themes that were found in the current study:
HOT3AI Her injury caused a change of plans,.reqiired time for rehab, was painful
and more difficult mentally to deal with compared to her previous injury, and [the inju.y]
was a big decision to go through with the rehab process again.
HOT4AI Her second surgery was scary; she felt behind in her rehab
because she was comparing her progtess with her previous injury and to other athletes'
ACL rehab and believed she would earn a starting position next season if she worked
hard in rehab and got back into shape over summer.
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HOTlA3   Shc did not wantto dcal with herinJury,wanted an answcrto what was
wrong,worked through thc pain,and becausc her ittuりCXpcrience was long and
frustrating,shc dccided that if she'wcre to gel ittured again,she would not say anythiig
to hcr trainers becausc shc would bc scarcd oflosing hcr senior season.
HOT4A4  Evcryone always wantcd to know how her knec was feeling,but she hatcd
talking about it all the tiふc because she did not Wantto bc looked at as somcone who was
htirt.
HOT5A4  Although she was known for her husue,■e was gOing to change her game
to bccome more ofa flnesse player and she was neⅣous nd stres ed about getting hurt
again,living up to cxpectations,getting back into shapc,getting her spced,agili、、and
skills back,and hoped that playing again didn't feel fbreign to her.
HOTlA5   碗ヽile he walked offthc fleld,he knew that he torc something in his right
elbow.He was upset with his coach's and nurse's rcsponse to his ittury,felt likc hc let
his teanl and hilnsclfdown,and feltthe biggest inconvcniences to be ruming from doctor
to doctor ge■ing referrals,his insurance company,slecping,taking showcrs,going to
class,and conling back to schoollatc.
HOT4A5   Hc was not pleased with thc rehab proccss,thOught his trainer was
unlriendly and not dedicated to his rёhab,feltthat he was a pain to his trainer and was
often left on his owll dllring rehab,and didn't know ifhe was prOperly completing his
exercises.
HOT5A5    He was outto prove people wrong and vowed notto give up since people
did nottake hinl seriously when he said that he was going to be back at 100 percent; and
whilc his greatest concerll was not overworking his arm,his inechanics were amazing
compared tO whatthey were before,and he feltlikc he was now more ofa pitcherthan a
thrower.
Each athlete had llnique experiences during their ittШりand rehabilita ion
experienccs.Although most oftheir expeHences were classined by a corFmOn theme,a
few cmotions or experiences were not common and,therefore,were categoHzed as a non―
theme. The non―themes presented arc as important as the conllnon themes that emerged
from the data and also enhance the exising rёsults to the research question presented.
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Summary
Higher-order themes for each athlete and across subject common theme
, comparisons are presented. In the six common themes that enierged, (1) athletes had
difficulty watching their teammates compete while being physically limited ais a result of
their injuries, (2) athletes found support through their parents, family, friends,
teammates, and athletic trainers, (3) immediately after their injuries occurred, the
athletes recognized they had experienced a serious injury, (4) upon their return to play,
athletes were nervous about getting hurt again and worried about the condition of their
injury and regaining their skills, (5) the athletes' injury rehabilitatio^n was a long and
frustrating process, qd (6) athletes benefited from talking with other athletes who had
experienced a similar injury.
Although six common themes emerged from the data, each athlete had unique
experiences that influenced their injury rehabilitation. For example, Athlete I enjoyed
being back with her teammates after her surgery and stated, "It made me feel so much
better to just be around the team." Athlete 4, however, had difficulty at practices after
her surgery and became "wom out sitting on the sidelines...just saying stuff became
routine." In another example, Athlete 3 felt, "[the trainer] was always checking up on
me, making sure I was doing what I was supposed to", while Athlete 5 had little contact
with his athletic trainer and stated, "It seemed like as soon as I got out of the cast I was
on my own. I didn't know if I was doing it [performing the exercises] right." -Despite
these factors that influenced their-unique, individual experiences, the athletes had
common experiences, feelings, and emotions regarding their injury rehabilitation and
preparation for their return to competition.
Chapter V
DISCUSSION
The purposё of this study was to exanlineνthe cognitive and bchavioral factors that
influenccd athletes'current sport scasoi preparation fbllo宙ng a previbus season endinЁ
ittШγ.In the six cornmon thcmes that emerged:(1)athletes had difflculty watching
their teammatcs compete while being physically limited as a result Oftheir itturieS,(2)
athlctcs fbund support through their parents,fanlily,friends,tcalmates,and athletic
廿ainers,(3)inlmediately a■er their itturies occurredb the athletes recOgnized they had
cxperienced a serious ittury,(4)upon their retllm to play,athletes wcrc ncⅣous about
ge■ing hurt again and worried about the condition oftheir ittury and rcgaining their
shns,(5)thc ttbtes'輌ury rehaЫlitation was a bng and mStrtting process,and(6)
athletes beneflted from talking with other athletes who had expeHenced a sil■ilar inJury.
Each ofthese corrmon themes is discussed ih relation tO the existing litcrature.
COMMON TⅡEME#1:Athletes had difrlculty watching their teammates
compete while being physically limited as a ttsult oftheir injuries.
All ive ofthe athletes indicated that it was difflcultto watch praclces and games
when they were inJllred.They felt l阻strated in that they could not compete in their sport
and in having to watch(frOm the sidelines)their tearlllmates practice and compete.Suim
(1967)stated that the meaning ofthe ittury to thelpersOn宙n directly in■uence the
athlete's emotional reactions in responsc to their itturyo Suirhn emphasized that the
emOtiOnal re"tions experienced by the ittured athlete will likely be individualizcd;a
flnding thathas bёen conf―ed many timcs since(Brewcr,1994;Danish,1986;
Niedeffer,1989).In■iS Study,it Was e宙dent that all ivc athletes valued
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their participation in their respective sports, and when their participation and involvement
was limited, or ceased, the athletes became frustrated. Athlete 2 described the difficulty
and frustration he experienced while being injured when he stated the following:
The most difficult part was standing on the sidelines watching everybody else
playing and having fun with what they're doing...I was siuing on the sidelines
itching to play, but I couldn't do it. ..It was kind of hard considering I couldn't do
anything at most practices...Not playing in games really'was rough... It seemed
like some guys felt like I was giving up on them and I really wasn't. I just
couldn't go. (Athlete 2)
COMMON THEME #2: Athletes found support through their parents, family 
,
friends, teammates, and athletic trainers.
Social support is an important resource for injured athletes during rehabilitation as
they cope with an injury. Sdpport can help enhance an injured athlete's mood, reduce
stress, improve treatment adherence, and increase motivation for rehabilitation (Weinberg
& Gould, 2003). The type and quality of support given, an athlete's pdrception of the
support they receive, and the providers of the social support are all critical factors that
will facilitate or hinder an athlete's injury rehabilitation experience. Four of the five
athletes in this study acknowledged that the support they received enhanced their injury
rehabilitation. For example, Athlete 3 stated the following:
tThe trainer] is making sure I'm doing what ['m supposed to, is always checking
up on me, and always making sure that if I have any questions or problems to
, come to him...Support from people was definitely a big thing because coming
back this time, I didn't want to get my hopes up that things would go well...I kind
of needed a kick in the butt when it came time to pushing myself. . .lt made me
work that much harder to get back not only to prove to myself that I could do it,
but to show them [family, friends, boyfriend, coach] that they made a
difference...Because they really did help. (Participant 3)
According to Hobfoll and Stokes (1988), athletes seek the support of others to
help them cope with injury when there is an absence of effective personal coping skills.
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In this study, Athlete 4, who was a junior captain on her basketball team, experienc'ed
difficulty coping after experiencing an ACL tear. Athlete 4 stated the following:
It was really hard just knowing that I have to sacrifice a whole year and ['m
a captain this year...This was going to be the first year I was going to start and
actually get playing time...Emotionally that was really rough...I wish it [the ACL
injury] would have happened my freshman or sophomore year when we had six
seniors on the team and I wasn't going to play...I think about it [the ACL injury]
a lot...t think about all that I was hoping to do this year...I've never taken a break
and this is my first time taking a break...I don't know what Ilm going to do.
(Athlete 4)
Extending one's resource pool enables social support to assist in coping with the stress of
an injury by providing a feeling of attachment to others, directly limiting resource loss,
and providing for resources that are lost during the injury rehabilitation (Hobfoll &
Stephens, 1990). For example, Athlete 4 commented that her parents, friends, and pastor
provided support and helped to keep her injury in perspective throughout her injury
experience. Silva and Hardy (1991) have also argued that social support is important in
the rehabilitation of athletes and should be a concern to those who are directly involved
with'the care and treatment of injured athletes.
'In addition to family and friends, athletes' teammates were found to be beneficial
to injured athletes in the current study. Although Athlete 2 was not able to practice
during his injury, he benefited from being around his teammates at practices. He stated,
"My.interaction with the team was good and everybody was real sympathetic about it [the
injury." Athlete I had similar sentiments and stated:
I came back for the second half of preseason and just being there made me feel so
much better...It's definitely good to be back...It made me feel so much better to
just be around the team...They [teammates] were great in making sure that I was
involved with everything...They kept reminding me that they realized that I
wasn't there, it affected the team, and that they wanted me to come back as soon
as possible....Obviously, it feels good to know that you feel missed and you're a
big part of the team. (Athlete 1)
6l
Athlete 2 commented that his coaching staff provided minimal support during his injury
experience. He stated:
It was hard because our coaches went througti a change during that time [of the
i"juryl...Our entire coaching staff switched over...It's almost like they never
have seen me play...They don't know what I can do...It's not like they have
much invested interest because if I come back and I'm good, then it's a benefit for
them...But, they're almost not counting on it...It was frustrdting because they
[coaches] would say, 'Why aren't you doing this?"...I was thinking, I used to be
able to do that, but I can't do it now. (Athlete 2)
The athletic tiainer is often in an ideal position to offer social support and they
have been found to play an important roll in an athlete's injury rehabilitation (Granito,
2001). Typically, most athletes want to know what to expect from the rehabilitation
process. This knowledge frorh an athletic trainer can help reduce anxiety, as well as,
other uncertainties the athlete might have about their rehabilitation (Rotella & Heyman,
1986; Wiess & Troxel, 1986). Wiese and Weiss (1987) found that clear communication
is a primary responsibility of athletic trainers'during the initial onset of, and throughout,
an injury. These authors have argued that, through clear communication, an athletic
trainer can educate the athlete about his or her injury, set rehabilitation goals with the
athlete, and effectivOly monitor the progress of the athlete's rehabilitation 
- 
all of which
are forms of social support. However, in some cases ineffective social support exists.
For example, Athlete 5 felt as though his athletic trainer provided little, if any, emotional,
informational, and/or tangible support during his injury rehabilitation. He stated the
following:
I wasn't too pleased with the rehab process at all...My trainer wasn't the
friendliest person in the world and it almost seemed likd I was a pain in his ass
because I got hurt...It seemed like as soon as I got out of the cast I was on my
own. . .I got a list of stuff to do and he wasn't there with me to make sure I was
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doing it right...I didn't know if I was doing it right, if I should increase the
weight, or if I should do more reps...[f you're doing internal and external rotation
on a rubber band, there's so many things you can do wrong. (Athlete 5)
However, the negative feelings Athlete 5 experienced regarding the lack of
support from his athletic trainer was not a cornmon theme among all participants.
Overall, the athletes stated that they benefited from the support they received from theii
trainers. Athlete I stated, "[The trainer] has been amazing...She just worked with me )
and kept reminding me that I would be back eventually...tr don't know what I would have
done without her." Similarly, Athlete 3 stated, "[The trainer] was making sure I was
down there [in the training room], doing what I'm supposed to...[The trainer] was always
checking up on me making sure that if I have any questions or problems to come to liim."
Athlete 4 had similar sentiments and stated, "The trainer was really supportive...she's
helped me a lot just keeping things practical...I think she's done a really good job,..She
actually seems like she cares about what's best for me and my health." Research
suggests that regardless of the source of support, a social support structure entailing.
family, peers, coaches, other injured athletes, and/or athletic trainers is needed to provide
a valuable foundation from which to cope with the hardships of recovery from injury
(Flint, l99l;McDonald & Hardy, 1990; Smith, 1980; Wiese & Weiss, 1987).
Significant others have generally been found to be a reliable source of social
support, especially in times of need (Hobfoll & Stephens, 1990). Hardy and Crace
(1993) supported this finding and concluded that the most effective support is often
provided by the athlete's closest loved ones. This was also true with several of the
athletes in this study and is reflected in the following statement by Athlete l:
My parents were really great and my brothers made it [rehab] a little bit
easier...They would ask me every single day, how my knee was and how rehab
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was going.…Since I've been at scho01,when l had the second surgcry,they lher
mom and dad]bOth Offercd to comc up and be with me.…My boyfriend has bcen
rcallソgreatt00just tclling me how proud hc is that I've becn working so hard.
More than anything,it'sjust reassuing tO knOw that they're[her family and
boyfricnd]intcrested.(Athlete l)
Athlcte 3 statcd the following:
I callcd my mom on a weekly basis and said,`I can't do it[rchabilitation]
anymorc'...But,shejllst said,`You'1l be ine,just keep pushing'...My momjust
kepttelling me to be patient and thatit[my Shin]will get better...Sometimcs I
was so frustrated...Shc wasjust so positive,and there wcre timcs when l wasn't.
(Athlete 3)
Sirnilarly,Athlete 4 stated:
Right after my ittury,my family was the best support because l know they
/  genuinely care...Theythelped lne kcep evcrything in perspcctivemd l was ablc to
talk to thenl and tellthem how l was feeling.…My dad actually flew outthree
days after l tore it[ACL]…Hc helped me out arolmd thc house and helpcd me
make dithe arrangemen愧[for sllrgery].(Athlete 4)
COMMON THEME#3:Immediately after their injuries occurred,the athletes
recogn■ed they had experienced a serious injury.
Athletes irrhmediately recognized that their iniury Was serious and that they would
be out ofcompetition for an extendcd pe●od oftilne,which contributed to a pessiinistic
outlook regarding their inJury and rehabilitationo Athletes commented that after
recognizing the seriousness oftheir lnJllrles,their negative attitudes,along with their
ittlり,made the hitial sttges ofrehabnitation difflcJt.Athle∝s dso stated thtt they
wcre in disbeliefwhen their i可町 Occllrred.Athlete 4 stated,“Right a■cr[ he ittury
occurred],it Was a shocko ljust neverthoughtit would happen to me.It had happened to
a lot of girls,butl neverthoughtit would happen to me."Athlete 2 Stated the following
after tearing his ACL:
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As soon as it'happened I pretty much knew that it was an ACL tear because it had
happened to a bunch of other guys on the team. . . .I rolled over in pain and just
thought right away that it's six months...I got helped off the sidelines and I think
I chucked my helmet...t wab pissed because I knew it when it happened that I Tvas
going to be out for a real long time. (Athlete 2)
ihe way an athlete interprets and evaluates his or her injury is an important aspect
of the emotional and/or behavioral response to the injury experience (Brewer, 2001). If
the athlete perceives the injury as a possible threat to his or her participation in sport, he
or she will likely experience d negative emotional and/or behavioral response. However,
a negative response is not likely if the appraisal of the injury is positive and the athlete
believes that he or she is able to effectively cope with the injury experience (Ken &
Miller, 2001). All the athletes in this study experienced a negative emotional response
initially following their injury. For example, Athlete 5 stated:
It [the injury] really sucked because I really didn't know what to do...I always
wanted to play baseball, that's always been a dream of mine...I put all my
dedication into that and even stopped skiing...Then, just to have that [the
injury] happenafter two years of working at it at the college level made it seem
like I wasted two years...Now I can't do anything else...I guess you could say I
was pretty depressed...I was very angry at everything. (Athlete 5)
However, as time passed, the,ithletes indicated their immediate feelings of shock and
disbelief subsided. Scheier and Carver (1985) argued that an individual who exhibits
dispositional optimism, or an expectancy for good rather than bad outcomes to occur, will
be more likely'to persist when faced with difficulties, such as an injury.
COMMON THEME #4: Upon their return to play, athletes were neivous about ,
getting hurt again and worried about the condition of their injury and regaining
their skills.
Another result of injury is the self-doubts, worries, and fears that an athlete
develops when they return to sport (Heil, 1993). This finding was also supported in the
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currcnt study. Follr ofthe athlctcs stated that although thcy were physically``cleared"to
participatc in their sport again,they werc ncⅣous nd concemed abouttheir rctllm to
play. Athlctc l stated thc following rcgarding her return to play:
I'mjust nervous becausc l havcn't really gotten tle strength back completely in
my right leg.¨Oncc l get out on the flcld,I think it's going to bc pre崎/scary...
It'S[retllrning to play]just going to be a mentalthing more than anything elsc...I
think I'In going to bc thinking aboutit a lot rnore when I'In on the fleld.…
Kno宙ng that it[ACL ttЩy]happened again,it makes me really neⅣous to
going back to playing again。…Just thinking about it is kind ofhard.…4ヽy knee
feels really stablc,butl s●ll have o getthe strehgth back in my leg...It's going to
take getting baCk to 100 percent physic01ly to help me get comfOrtable again.
(Athlete l)
In a sirnilar way,Athlcte 3 statcd:
I know my adrenaline is going to be flying high。…It's[retuming to play]gOing to
be exciting...It'1l bc likc competing for the flrst tirne again.…As much asI'In
going to try notto be,I know I'nl going to be really neⅣous because l haven't
competed in so long…Coming back nOw,I'm worried thatI'm not going to reach
people's cxpcctations.¨So that's a lot ofpresstlre.… Ifl happen to fall,I fall.¨It's
hottoo big ofa deal,but at the salne tilne,I know thatI'n feel like I've let people
down and rnyself.… In the back ofmy nlind there's still thc thought you could hurt
it again,(Athlcte 3)
Fear and anxiety are two corrmon emotions that athletes experience upon retum
to competition(Rotella&Hcyman,1993).Athletes often ask the following questions:
Will l recbver? Will l ёver play again? Will l be good enough to regain lny starting
position? In inost cases,thcse doubts lead to bchaviors that adversely arect the healing
and rehabilitation process(Rotella&Heyman,1993).Athlete 2 was concemed aboutthe
condition ofhis knee when he retumed to play. He stated: “Onething l wo口5/ab ut
when I'm using it[knee]iS ifit's going to get tired...Endllrancc is what I'm worried
about...When I'm going to practice day in and day out,is it[my knee]going to wear
do、vn on lne?" In this case,Athlete 2 perceived his knec to be weak. Although his
perceptions may havc been coHect,ittllred athletes can o■en have incolect per eptions
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about the Condition ofthcir ittury upon thcir return to play.These faulty pcrccptions of
an inJury have Uじen found to influence an lthletc to fbel trappcd and controlled by their      .
珂ury(WCiSS&Troxel,1986).
Rotella and Heyman(1993)pointCd Out that some ittured athletes retumingto
competition lose the spontaneity and assertiveness they once possessedo This flnding is
'   supported through thc fbllowing statcments by Athlete 4: ``I was known foriny hustle all
overthe place and l don't think I'1l be willing to do that anymore...1'mjust going tO
changc rny galne around to be more ofa flnessc player becausc l dOn't think it's wOrth it
to gct hurt again." In this case,Athletc 4 planned on becorning inore cautious. Asa
result,it l alSO argued that perforrnance cecremcntSmight occur as a resultofan
athletc's cautious play,which can l■rthcr erode confldcncc and lead to more strcss and
hsiation(Rotella&Heyman,1993)。
COMMON THEME#5:The athletes'ittury rehabilitation was a long and
frustrating process.
Suillln(1967)beliCVed an athlcte's cognitive appraisal and response to his or hcr
ittury to be dependent on three factors.¶he it t factor is the ittllred athlete's prior
psychological lcvel offunctioning: The secOnd factor includes the nature ofthe ittury,
the location ofthe ittury,the severity ofthe ittury,thC dllration ofrchabilitation,and the
changes in the person's lifestyle as a result ofthe ittury.The third factor involves the
meaning ofthe ittury to the person.The dllratibn ofrehabilitation and the time
conlmitment rcquircd for rehabilitation were factorS leading to a long and frustrating
ettpeHencc for Athlete l. This was evident in the following statements:
It[rehab]waS kind ofa long process...It[rehab]Wasjust mentally really tiring.…
It was kind ofa long process for recovery becausc l nlisSed sOme weeks Of
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physical therapy because l was travcling back to school.…Since the beginning of
the ycar,I've been going to sce[the trainer]in the training room fOr at lcast thrcc
days a weck.…In the bcgillning ofthe year,it was flve days a wcck.…On top of
that,I have to rnakc sllrc that I'nl going to thc gッinl eVery day lifting and
rllming…It's a timc commitmcnt,dcflnitcly.(Athicte l)
Athlctc 2 statcd thc following:
It[the ittury]suCked and was hard。…It was pre町鍋μStr ting and depressing
because you realize that you can't even run for six months.…It was a lo g,slow
process to come back.…V「ヽhen l came back,it was real rough because l couldn't
do halfthe things l usc to bc able to do care'ce.…The wors  part aboutit was this
ycar whcn l tricd coming back at practicb to play and l knew to myselfthatit
wasn't my style ofplay…I couldh't move and it was really lab6五ous...I'vσcome
to te.11ls wlth it so I'in happy.…I'In feeling great and I'in really looking forward to
the Spring。(Athlete 2)
Athlete 3 had silnilar sentiments:
I have attempted to come back twlcc,and this is the、third tilnc.…It was awJLll and
very frustrating.…I kepttelling my teamlnates and coaches and・parents that all I
wantis an answer:..Just give me a time,just give me a dtte...It wasjust,oh see
how it goes and callifit's not better.‥It'sjust so luStrating and prolonged...I
didn't wantto have to dcal宙th it。(A hlete 3)
Athlete 4 illustrated her feelings in the fonowing statcments:
In the beginning l felt like I"as still into the practices becausc l was right therc
and l was real enthusiastic.…But now,I feel like it's so routine and l feellike I'm
wom outandI'm si■ing on the sidelinesjust saying stur..I can ody say so
・     much。…I'In like,what's the point?.‥I know the rightthing to do iS to be positive,
but it's sO much easierto be angry and upset.¨I can't do anything right now but
physical therapy and walking。R¨ightnowljustfeelkindofhelpless:..I feel likc
I'm not really ge■ing anywhere。(Athlete 4)
Athlete 5 also expe五enced fmstration iom physiCal limitations as a result ofhis ittuり.
He stated,“I really had a problenl sleeping and going to classes really sucked becausc I
couldn't use my all.1...Taking showers was aⅥ強暉l because l had.to put my arln in a
plastic bag.''             .
COMMON THEME#6:Athletes benerlted frOm talking with other athletes who
had experienced a silnilar lnJury.
? ???????
?
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1t has been suggcsted that athlctic trainers and coachcs bc a central part of
networking and coordinating pccr modeling for ittllred athlctcs(WieSe&weiss,1987).
Wiesc and Wciss(1987)deSёHbed pecr modcling as cOllllecting an ittured,athlete with
anothcr athlete who has recovered successhlly ttom a similar ittury.Infollニュational,
emcltional,and tangiblc support are thoughtto be provided through the connection and
interaction Ofthe ittllred athletes.Hardy and Crace(1993)recorrllncndcd that athlctic
departments create a peer modcl bank ofathletes who havc agreed to talk with iniured
athletes about their rehabilitation expeHences. Such peer FnOdeling Fnay prove beneflcial
as was the case With Athlete 2.Athlcte 2 stated thc fo1lowing about participating in
physical thcrapy宙h nother ittured athictc:       、
I've talked to｀a lot ofpeople who have torn their ACLs.…Itis supportivc and you
gct a lot ofgood facts…。I would rate how l was prOgressing against how they
progressed.…Itseemed likc l was doing well,sO it was nicc for that.…Thcre's
anothcr guy who is going lカピough rehab with me day in and day out。…We weren't
the best of■・iends,but it was lucc having anothcr pcrson going through that...It
made it a lot easier because it[rehab]iS a real loncly spot...Ifthc othcr person
wasn't there,I'djust be by myselfdoing all these excrcises andjogging。..I'm ´
really happy there is somcbody else there to talk to.(Athlete 2)
On a sirnilar note,Participant 5 stated,“I called a kid who had Tommy JOhn surgcry
.…Justto know thatit's going on wlth othcr people rnakes you feel good aboutthe
,llrgery."
It has also been recommended to establish suppott groups for ittured athletes
(WieSe&weiss,1987)。TheSe types of suppo■groups can be beneicial to ittllred
athletes because it can a1low athletes an oppommlty to discllss their inJury and
rehabilitatiOn pЮcesses.Ittllred athlctes in support groups tend to feel a sensc●f
camaradene since they can talk to o■rs who have gonc through Or are cllrrently
expe五ncing an輌岬 Similar to their ttury(Wiese&Weiss,1987)。Although notin a
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fol嗜nal support group,Athletё 3 was able to ttk questions and compare hcr progress in
her rehabilitation with othef athletcs whp cxpeHenced the salnc itturyo ShC stated the
following:
Ifl ever had any questiOns about how things should feel,what it should look like,
they'd[tearnlnates who pre宙ou ly had the samc ittury]、 already been there.…If it
came to should l pullthrough this,or hold back a little bit,they would havc either
gone through it,or kind ofhad the salne feelings.…wc s in comparc note
(Athlete 3)
Su岬
Research has shown those factors lnost likely to impact an athlctc's return to
cOmpetition a■er sustaining a season cnding ittury tO include:1)■ e degrec and type of
social support,2)the athlete‐athleic traincr relationship,3)the athlete's cognit市e
appraisal ofhis or her ittury,and 4)the athlete's emOtiOns upon rctuming to competition
(Al■leim,1985;Nideffer,1989;Petitpas&Danish,1995;Rotella&耳eyman,1986).
An the athletes in the cllrrent study indicated all follr factors to impact their rchabilitation
and retШl to play.In addition to previous research,the athletcs in thc cllrrent study also
stated that watching theii tearrllnates competc,while itturcd,Was difflcult and that
rehabilitation was a long and frustrating process.However,athletes beiented from peer
modeling and talking with other athletes“ぬo expedenced thc sarne type ofittury.In
fact,athletes follnd infomatiOnal and cmotional support through other ittured・a hletes as
they were able to ask qucstions and compare thcir progress with their ttllred or
pre宙ously ittllred peers.
Chapter VI
, 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Six common athlete experiences were identified regarding their current sport
seaSoh preiraration following a previous season ending injury. Summary, conclusions,
and'recommendations for future research follow.
Summary
Results from this current study identified six corrrmon themes regarding the
cognitive and behavioral factors that influenced the athletes' current sport season
preparation following a previous season ending injury. Specifically, (a) athletes had
difficulty watching their teammates compete while being physically limited as a result of
their injuries, (b) athletes found support through their parents, family, friends,
teammates, and athletic trainers, (c) immediately after their injuries occurred, the athletes
recognized they had experienced a serious injury, (d) upon their retum to play, athletes
were neryous'about getting hurt again and worried about the condition of their injury and
regaining their skills, (e) the athletes' injury rehabilitation was a long and frustrating
process, and (0 athletes benefited from talking with other athletes who had experienced
a similar injury.
, 
Although each athlete had unique experiences, all five expressed frustration
watching their teammates compete and not being able to participate in their reSpective
sport as a result of their injury. A period of adjustment sedmed to be present for all the
athletes as they adjusted to their injury rehabilitation, inconveniences of their injury, and
not being able to.compete in their sport. Feelings of loneliness and seclusion were also
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expressed as a result of the minimal interaction with teammates (Athlete 2). Some
athletes (Athletes 2 and 3) expressed being around teammates to be a positive
influence. On the contrary, other athletes (Athlete 4) stated that spending time around her
team at practices and games made her more frustrated with her injury and inability to
participate. In this case, it was even perceived that some teammateS were happy for the
opportunity to replace her in her starting position.
The timing of the injury also influenced how the participants responded. For
example, Athlete 2 tore his ACL and missed the footbail season under a new coaching
staff. As a result, he felt like the coaching staff had little interest in him. Athlete 4, who
was a junior captain, also acknowledged that her injury occurred at an inopportune time,
as her teammates lcioked to her for leadership.
As a result of their injuries, the athletes' physical limitations also influenced their
rehabilitation. All the participants had surgery and had to adjust to using crutches, a cast,
or a sling after their surgeries. For example, there was difficulty with sleeping, going.to
classes, and taking showers.
In short, all the athletes experienced the benefits of social support and had
difficulty in watching teammates compete. Still, each athlete had unique experiences that
helped contribute to their own individual injury and rehabilitation experience. As a result
of these individualized experiences, the injury and rehabilitation processes appear to be
unique and influenced by each athlete's situations and perceptions.
Conclusions
Similar to the findings of Hardy and Crace (1993), athletes benefited mentally and
physically from effective social support. Throughout their rehabilitation, support from
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family,fricnds,tcammates,and Ooaches hclpcd thc athletes copc宙th the difflCulties of
thёir in」uries.Effectivc support ttom athletic traincrs also enhanced the athletes'physical
recovery by providing inf。111lational support.This type of support from the athletic
廿ainers included cducating the itturcd athletes about their iniurics,gi宙ng and,Xplaining
their phydcd therapy,and pro宙ditt them wi■infomttion as to whttthey shoJI
expect when recovering'om their inJuries.Athletes seemed to cope better when thcre
was continuity between their necd for a speciflc type of support(CmOtional,
infollllational,and tangible)and thC Supportthat was g市e .While thcre was a mixtllre
of cmotions regarding the quality of support reccived fronl coaches and tcanlmates,all
te athlCtes cxprcssed the positive impact ofthe support received from slgniicant others
in their lives.These flndings arc supportcd by Hobfoll and Stephcns(1990)・
Similarto thc indings of Wiese and Weiss(1987),the'athletic traincr playcd an
important rolc in cach ofthe athlete's inJury and rehabilitation expeHences. 1「he
effectiveness ofthc athletic traincr's colllmuniCation seemcd to influence whcther the
athletc had a positive or ncgative expe五ence. Athletes l,2,3,and・4 statcd thcir athletic
trainers educated them about their ittury,Were in cOnstant contact with them ttoughOut
their rehabilitation,and cared about their plogress.(Dn the other hand,Athlete 5
expressed frustration mth his athletic trainer,as he felt he was on his owrl dllring
rehabilitation,was rarely supervised in his physical thcrapy sessions,and expe五enced
little genuinc concem from his trainer. Athlete 5 also stated that his athletic trainer
treated him as ifhe were an inconvenicnce.It was follnd that trainers had a strong ilnpact
in the athletes'´r habilitation experiences by providing infoニュニュation,showl  concenl,
and spending tilncヽⅣlth the athlete―a1  ofwhich are fo.11ls of social support.
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Upon entering back into practice and competition following their injury and
rehabilitation, athletes expressed concern for regaining their abilities, skills, and
performance levels prior to their injuries. This finding supports Petitpas and Danish
(1995), who concluded the most com.inon reactions to athletic injury to be identity loss,
fear and anxiety over the recovery process, and lack of confidence in skills. All athletes
stated some doubt, worry, or fear.upon retuming to competition. Athletes l, 2, 3, and 4,
for example, expressed that upon returning to play, that they would be nervous about
getting hurt again; will worry about the condition of their injury, andhave doubts about
regaining their skills.
Although a mixture of emotions can be present during the initial onset of injury,
many emotions carry over after rehabilitation has concluded and competition has
r-esumed. Even if these emotions (e.g., fear) are not justified, they will seem very real for
the athlete (Russell, 2000). For example, Athlete 4 stated that she planned on changing
her style of play upon returning to competition because she feared re-injury. She
believed that she needed to change her aggressive play to a much more cautious style of
playing. Even though this belief may seem irrational,'Athlete 4 believed that altering her
style of play would decrease her chances of re-injury
Future Research Recommendations
Althougli there is extensive research regarding athletic injury, there still'exists a
great need for additional research on how athletes' experiences after suffering a season
ending injury effect their upcoming atlietic season. The first recommendation for future
research is to replicate this study on a larger scale by utilizing the same methodology, but
lTHACA COLLEGE LIBRARY
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with a larger nllmber ofathictesI Utilizing more suttects WOuld a1low additional data to
bc collccted,which could eithcr support or rehte thc currcnt flndings.
Second,it would be beneflcial to include different levcls Of athletcs(e.gl,high
school,collegc,Olympic,and professional)tO assess iflevel of cOmpetition in■●cncc  an
athlete'si可町 and rehabilitation expeHences in retuming to play following a scason
ending ttury.In Order to illy llnderstand those cognitivc and bchavioral factors that
precede an a■lete's remn to play follo宙ng  season cnding ittury,research needs to be
conductedヽwlth athletes who compete in a variety of sports and across scveral
competitivc levels.
Third,longitudinal studies would be beneflcial in futllre rcscarch. Such studies
might pro宙dc info二11lation that could compare athletes'thoughts,feelings,and
perceptions pHor to ittury,du五ng the Onset ofini町,dllr ng ittury and rehabilitation,
and throughout the athletes'ret―to competition.This typc of research would bc
important bccause,rathcr than examining participants at a single moment in tilnc,
10ngitudinal rncthods would enable additional insight to bc gained about how an athlete's
feelings and emotions change over time(i.e。=before,during,and a■er experiendng an
ittury)。A longitudinal study would also be benencial because it would enable the
researcher to better compare an athlete's pnor inJury perfollllanCe to thcir pcrfollllanCC
after retunling to competition.
Finally,it is Fecorrmended that both quantitative and qualitative inethodologies be
combined to」hther llnderstand an tthleげsi■岬,rehabilitttion,and retum to play.
Additional insight can be gained through llsing thesc h″o lnethodo og es and conlmon
qualitative themes could be sup,orted by incOrporating quantitat市e methods,AIso,since
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both methodologies are unique, different infoimation:might be found when using each
method.
In summary, as long as athletes continue to play sport, injuries will occur.
Therefore, it is important that increased attention be given to understanding those factors'
that precede an athlete's current sport season following a previous Season ending injury.
Additional research will hopefully provide a greater understanding of those factors that
both enhance and hinder an athlete's injury and rehabilitation experiences. These
recommendations have been made in hopes of adding to the findings of the current study,
furthering the knowledge in this area of research, and providing additional insight into the
cognitive and behavioral factors that precede an athlete's current sport season following a
pre'iious season ending injury.
APPENDICIES
Appcndix A
Recruitment Statement―A hlete
Hi,my nalne is RIley Nickols. I am a graduatc studcntin thc lDcpartmcnt of
Exercise and Sport S9iences at lthaca College in lthaca,NY. I am invcstigating what
cognitive and behavioral factors innuence an athictc's current sport season preparation
following a prc宙Ous season ending ittШり.ThiS is part of my ⅣIaster's thesis pr●cct.I
would like to invitc you to be onc ofthc su●eC S in my study.I will conduct an inteⅣicw
I
consisting ofqucstions regarding yollr perceptions ofyollr past experiencc during
rehabilitation from i可岬 and how yollr expcriences have impacted,and continue to
impact,yollr current sport season preparation,The i●cwieW Will consist ofopcn―endcd
questions and宙n last betwcen 50-60 minutes to complete.Rよponses will be tapc
recorded.                           ′
My thcsis advisor,]Dr.Greg A.Shelley,and l will bc thc only pcrsons to have
access to these tapcs. Alltapes will be kcpt underlock and key and will be dcstroyed at
the end ofthe study.Yollr participation win be kept confldcntial and your nalne wili not
le uSed at any time thrOughoutthe study.Yollr athledc trainer and a signincant othcr
that you identi取(r00mmate,mend,parent,bbyfriend/girlttiend,etc。)w ll alsO be
inteⅣiewed regarding yollr lnJu『y eXPCHcnces. 13y agreeing to particlpate,you
acknowledge thatゾ ou are 18 ycars ofage or older.There宙ll be no compensation for
yollr participation in this study. I wlH contact you again within the weck tO ask ifyou
would be interested in particiがating in my study.Ifthere are any questions,plcase feel
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量ee to contact me at(513)505‐2160 or       .Thank you vcry much.I
greatly apprcciatc yollr hclp with lny thcsis study.
Appendix B
Recruitment Statement―A hletic Trainer
Hi,my nalne is Riley Nickols. I aln a graduate studcnt in the lDepartment Of
Exercise and sport Sciences at lthac,COllege in lthaca,NY.I arn investigating what
cognitive and bchavioral factors influence an athlctc's cllrrOnt sport season preparation
following a previous season ending lnJuttr. Thisis part ofmy Master's thesis proJect.
(Athlete's nalne)indiCated that you wcrc his/her primary athletic trainer while he/she was
rchabilitating last yCar.I would likc to in宙te you to be one ofthe suЦectSin my study.
This would entailthat you be willing to answer sevcra1 0pen―ended questions about、
(athlete's name)ittury expcriences during a 50-60 minute intewiew.Responses will bc
tape recorded.  .
4ヽy thesis advisor,Dr.C}reg Ao Shelley,and l will be the Only persons to h2ive
access to these tapes. An tapcs will be kept underlock and kcy and wi‖d s roycd at
the end ofthe Study.Yollr pailticゎ江ion Win be kept conidcntial and yollr name宙u not
be uscd at any tiine throughout the study. There vAH be no compensation for yollr
participation in this study.I will contact you宙thin the week O ask ifyou would be
interested in participating in iny study. Ifthere are any questions,p10ase feel hc to
Contact me at(513)505‐2160 or RNickolsのaol.com.Thank you very much.I greatly
appreciate your help宙th my thesis study.
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Appendix C                      _
Recruitment Statemeit―ignirlcant c)ther
t
Hi,my namc is Riley Nickols. I anl a graduatc studcntin the l)cpartrnent of
Exercise and Sport Sciences at lthaca College in lthaca,NYo lam i,vestigating what
cognitive and behaviofal factors influence an athlete's current sp6rt scason prcparation
following a prё宙ous season ending ittury.ThiS is p:頑 of my Master's thesis pr●ect.
(Adllete's narne)indiCated that you were familiar with his/her ittury cXpCricnccs and
spcnt time with(him/her)while hc/she☆as ehab itatiig‐last year.I would likc to in宙tc
you to be onc ofthe sutteCtS in my study.This would cntailthat you be willing t9
answer sevcral open―ended qucstions about(athlete's nalne)ittury eXpericnces during a
50‐60 1ninute interview. Responses wlll be tape recorded.
My thcsis advisor,IDr.Greg A.Shclley,and l vall be the only persёns to have‐
acccss to these tapeso All tapes_wlll be kept underlock and koy and will bc destroyed at
the end ofthe study. YOur participation w11l be kept confldential and your naFne Will not
be used at any tillne throughout the study. There will bc no compensation for your
partiOipation in this study. I win contact you within the week to ask ifyou would bc
interested in participating in my study. Ifthere are=any questiohs,please feel free to
contact me at(513)505…2160 or RNickolsのaol.com.Thank youvery much.I greatly
appreCiatc your help vnth my thesis study.
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Appcndix D
Interview Guide―Athlete
DemographiじOuestions(to be answcred prior to intervic哺
1. What sport do you play?
2.Ⅷattype ofiniury did you suffer and how did it occur?
3。 Was surgcry nceded? If so,wherwas your sllrgery date? How long did you rniss
practice/garncs duc to ittury?
4.How long was your physical rehabilitation from yollr ittury until you were``clearedP'
to play again?
InteⅣiew Statemc●:I宙1l bC asking you a few questions about your ittury eXperiences
and your cllrrent preparations fbr this season.
1.How would you describe your overallittury CXpcHcnce?
2: Describe your thoughts after learning the length oftimc required for your     ^
rehabilitation。
3.What was the most difflcult part Ofbeing ittllred?
4.DcscHbe how you are feeling right now about yollr ittury。   .
GrlefRcsponse
5。 Dcscribe yollr miury and the feelings you cxperienced whcn thc ittury irst occllrred.
6. IDescribe your feelings in thc days and wccks aftCr yourinJu聟′・ Describe your
feelings about yollr ittury right now。
7.DescHbe your intcraction with yollr tealn following your i可町 ?Did you sti
attend all the practices or garnes? What was thatlike?
8. Describe how you felt not bcing able to practice or play in garncS.
5。 In what ways has yourittЩy Lttuenced your day to day life?
9。 COnsideHng yollr ittuりand what you have gone through,what do you think about
now as you prepare for playing your spOrt?
Social Support
10,D6scribe the support you received during yollr inJury and rehabilitation.
H.How did yollr coach and teammates ieat you dllring yollr ittury?
12. DescHbe the support you rCCCiVOd lけom yollr tra ner and the sports lnedicine tealn
during your rehabilitation. How oid their actiOns influence your rehabilitation?
13.HoW did those closestto you(r00nlmates,parents,tealnmates,friends,etc。)reaCt tO
yollr ittury?Did their reactions change as time passcd?Explain。
14。 What do you bclieve was lnost important to yollr recovery?
15. During your rehabilitation,did you have the opporlunity to spcak Ⅵnth other athletes
who have expeHenced the same type ofittury?IfSo,was it beneicial?Ifnot do
you think it would havc hclpcd?
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Emotions (Doubts. Worries. ald Fears) Heading ihto the Season
16. What are or have been your greatest concerns as you continue to overcome your
injury and begin playing this season?
17. Describe your thoughts and feelings while preparing for this season and your first
practices.
18. How prepared do you feel for this season?
19. Describe any negative thoughts you have about this season:
20. Describe your expectations for your performance this season.
21. Is there anything that you would like to share conceming your injury or your cunent
sport season preparation that we have not covered in this interview?
Appendix E
Interview Guide 
- 
Athtetic Trainer
l. How would you describe (athlete's name)'s overall injury experience?
2. How would you describe how (athlete's name) felt right after they were injured?
3. DeScribe how you perceived (athlete's name) to react after leaming about the length
of time. required for rehabilitation.
4. Based on what you have observed and heard, how do you think (athlete's
name) is feeling right now?
5. Describe a typical day.for (name of athlete) since he/she sustained his/her injury? '
6. What (if anything) has changed for (name of athlete) since he/she sustained his/
her injury?
7. BaSed on your observations, how did (name of athlete) handle not being able to
practice or participate with the team?
8. Based on what you have witnessed or heard, what are (name of athlete)'s greatest
concemS as he/she attempts to overcome and cope with his/her injury and retum to
play?
9. In what ways have you perceived (name of athlete)'s injury to have most influenced
his/trer day to day life?
10. What (if any) type of social support did you perceive (athlete's name) receiving
during hisftrer injury rehabilitation.
I l. What type of support did you offer to (athlete's name) to enhance his/trer
rehabilitation. What did you do to educate (athlete's name) on the nature of his/her
injury? How did you perceive (athlete?s name) responding to your help?
12. How confident are you that (name of athlete) will psychologically overcomd his/her
injury?
13. Is there anything else that you would like to share concerning your perceptions of
(name of athlete)'s injury that we have not covered in this interview?
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Appendix F
Interview Guide: Significant Other
L How would you describe (6thlete's nanie)'s overall injury experience?
2. How would you desOribe how (athlete's name) felt right after they were injured?
3. Describe how you perceived (athlete's nar4e) to react after learning about the length
of time required for rehabilitation.
4. Based on what you have observed and heard, how do you think (athlete's
name) is feeling right now?
5. Describe a typical day for (name of athlete) since he/she sustained his/her injury?
6. What (if anything) has ctianged for (name of athlete) since he/sustained his/
her injury?
7. Based on your observations, how did (name of athlete) handle not being able to
practi0e or participate with the team?
8. Based on what you have witnessed or heard, what are (name of athlete)'s greatest
concerns as he/she attempts to overcome and cope with his/her injury and return to
play?
9. In what ways have you perceived (name of athlete)'s injury to have most influenced
his/her day to day life?
10. What (if any) type of social support did you perceive (athlete's name) receiving
during hisftrer injury rehabilitation.
I l. What did you do to help (athlete's name) during his/trer rehabilitation? How did you
perceive (athlete's name) responding to your help?
12. How confident are you that (name of athlete) will psychologically overcome hisftrer
injury?
13. Is there-anything else that you would like to share concerning your perceptions of
(name of athlete)'s injury that we have not covered in this interview?
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Appendix G
Informed Consent - Athlete
l. Purpose of Study - The purpose of the study is to investigate what cognitive
and behavioral factors influence athlete's current sport season preparation
following a previous season ending injury.
2. Benefits of Stud), 
- 
This investigation will enable athletes to gain greater
insight and a better understanding of those factors that influenced their sport
injury and rehabilitation. Information will be gained about how an athlete's
preparation for an upcoming athletic season is influenced by their
'rehabilitation from a previous season ending injury. Athletes, trainers,
coaches, and sport psychologists will also likely benefit from the results of this
study. I
3. What You Will Be Asked to Do - You will be asked to participate in an
interview asking about your experiences during your injury and rehabilitation
and how your experiences have impacted, and continue to impact, your current
sport season preparation. The interview will last approximately 50-60
minutes. The interview will be audio taped and transcribed into a verbatim
written document. Following the verbatim transcription, you will also be
asked to review the written interview for accuracy. In addition, your athletic
trainer and a significant other that you identiff will also be interviewed
regarding your injury experience
4. Risks 
- 
There are potential risks to the participant (i.e. - psychological
discomfort and/or embarrassment) while reflecting back on their injury
experience and knowing that others will be asked to do the same.. Participants
may refuse to complete the interview or skip any questions they feel
uncomfortable answeri ng.
5. If You Would Like More Information About the Study 
- 
Please feel free to
contact the primary researcher, Riley Nickols, at 5 1 3-505 -2160.
6. Withdrawal from the Study 
- 
You are free to withdraw from the study at any
time without penalty. You may omit answers to questions you feel
uncomfortable answering.
7. How the Data will be Maintained in Confidence - Pseudonyms will be used to
protect your identity and anonymity, while maintaining confidentiality. The
data reported from your interview will appear as direct quotations from the
transcribed text (in order to emphasize a theme) but will not have your name
associated with the quotations. All audiotapes will be stored under lock and
key. All information received (audiotapes and transcripts) will be read by the
researcher and his thesis advisor only. After the study is concluded,
audiotapes and transcripts will be destroyed.
Initial
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I have read the above and I undbrstand its contents. I agree to participate in the study. I
acknowiedge that I.am 18 years bf age or older.
Print or Type Name
Signature
I give my permission to'be audiotaped.
Signature Date
Date
2.
Appendix H
Infornied Consent 
- 
Athletic Trainer
Purpose of Study - The purpose of the study is to investigate what cognitive
and behavioral factors influence athlete's current sport season preparation
following a previous season ending injury.
Benefits of Study 
- 
This investigation will enable athletes to gain greater
insight ahd a better understanding of those factors that influenced their sport
injury and rehabilitation. Information will be gained about how an athlete's
prbparation for an upcoming athletic season is influenced by their
rehabilitation from a previous season ending injury. Athletes, trainers,
coaches, and s'port psychologists will also likely benefit from the results of this
study.
What You Will Be Asked to Do - You will be asked to participate in an
interview asking about your experiences having worked with [athlete's name]
during their 2003-2004 season ending injury-rehabilitation. The interview will
last approximately 50-60 ininutes. Specifically, you will be asked about your
perceptions of those cognitive and behavioral factors you believe have most
influenced [athlete]'s Spring 2005 sport season preparation. The interview
will be audio taped and transcribed into a verbatim written document.
Following the verbatim transcription, you will also be asked to review the
writteri interview for accuracy.
Risks 
- 
Participation in this study poses no risk of injury or harm to you.
If You Would Like More Information About the Study - Please feel free to
contact the primary researcher, Riley Nickols, at 513-505-2160.
Withdrawal from the Study 
- 
You are free to withdraw from the study at any
time without penalty. You may omit answers to questions you feel
uncomfortable answering.
7. How the Data will be Maintained in Cohfidence - Pseudonyms will be used to
protect your identity and anonymity, while maintaining confidentiality. The
data reported from your interview will appear as direct quotations from the,
transcribed text (in order to emphasize a theme) but will not have your name
associated with the quotations. All audiotapes will be stored under lock and
key. All information received (audiotapes and transcripts) will be read by the '
researcher and his thesis advisor only. After the study is concluded,
audiotapes and transcripts will be destroyed.
?
?
??
6.
Initial
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I have read the above and I understand its contents. I agree to participate in the study. I
acknowledge that I am 18 years of ag'e or older.
Print or Type Name
Signature
I give my perrhission to be audiotaped.
Signature
Date
Date
ヽ
Appendix I
Informed ConSent 
- 
Significant Other
Purpose of Study - The purpose of,the study is to investigate what cognitive
and behavi.oral factors influence athlete's current sport season preparation
following a previous sea5on endihg injury.
Benefits of Study 
- 
This investigation will enable athletes to gain greater
insight and a better understanding of those factors that influenced their sport
injury and rehabilitation. Information will be gained about how an athlete's
preparation for an upcoming athletic season is influenced by their
rehabilitation from a previous season ending injury. Athletes, trainers,
coaches, and sport psychologists will also likely benefit from the results of this
study.
What You Will Be Asked to Do - You will be asked to participate in an
interview asking about your experiences and interactions with [athlete's name]
during their 2003-2004 season ending injury-rehabilitation. The interview will
last approximately 50-60 minutes. Specifically, you will be asked about your
perceptions of thos6 cognitive and behavioral factors you believe have most
influenced [athlete]'s Spring 2005 sport season preparation. The interview
will be'audio taped and transcribed into a verbatim written document.
Following the verbatim transcription, you will also be asked to review the
written interview for accuracy.
Risks 
- 
Participation in this study poses no risk of injury or harm to you.
If You Would Like More Information About the Study 
- 
Please feel free to
contact the primary researcherl Riley Nickols, at 513-505-2160.
Withdrawal from the Study 
- 
You are free to withdraw from the study at any
time without penalty. You may omit answers to questions you feel
uncomfortable answering.
How the Data will be Maintained in Confidence - Pseudonyms will be used to
irotect your identity and anonymity, while maintaining confidentiality. The
data reported from your interview will appear as direct quotations from the
transcribed text (in order to emphasize a theme) but will not have your name
associated with the quotations. All audiotapes will be stored under lock and
key. All information received (audiotapes and transcripts) will be read by the
researcher and his thesis advisor only. After the study is concluded,
audiotapes and transcripts will be destroyed.
2.
3.
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I have read the above and I understahd its contents. I agree to participate in the study. I
acknowledge that I am l8 years of age or older.
Print or Type Name
Signature
I give my permission to be audiotaped.
Signature
Date
Date
Appendix J
Demographic Information
Nanie Address
Age: 
_
Gender:
Year in college:
Sport:
Number of years playing sport:
Role/position on team (e.g., position, starter, sub, captain, leader):
Type of injury:
How long were you told your
Weeks:
Date:
Time: '
injury would keep you from competing in games?
Months:
How did your injury occur:
Was surgery required? If yes, when was your surgery date?
Number of weeks or months that you missed practices/games due to your injury:
Weeks: Months:
Numbers of weeks or months before you were "cleared" to play again?
Weeks: Months:
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Who was your pririrary athletic trainer during your rehabilitation?
Phone number: Email:
Who is someone (other th1ur your athletic trainer) that is familiar with your injury
rehabilitation?:
Relationship to you: Phone: Email:
_ _  費 ト
Appendix K
Biographicat Sketches of Athletes
Athlete: Athlete is designated by the number in the order his or her
interview occurred
Age: Athlete's age at the time of interview
Gender: Athlete's gender
Sport: Sport in which the,athlete competed in
Sport involvement: Number of years the athlete has participated in the sport
Level of competition: The division of the athlete's intercollegiate sport
Type of injury: A description of the athlete's injury
Length of time missed: Amount of time the athlete missed practices/games due to
his or her injury
Athlete: I
Age: 20
Gender: Female
Sport: Soccer
Sport involvement: 16 years
Level of competition: Division III
Type of injury: Tom ACL and MCL strain
Length of time missed: 8 months
Athlete: 2
Age: 20
Gender: Male
Sport: Football
Sport invcilvement: l2 years
Level of competition: Division I
Type of injury: Tom ACL
Length of time missed: l2 months
__   ■ _
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Athlete:
Age:
Gender:
Sport:
Sport involvement:
Level of competition:
Type of injury:
Length of time missed:
Athlete:
Age:
Gender:
Sport:
Sport involvement:
Level of competition:
Type of injury:
Length of time missed:
Athlete:
Age:
Gender:
Sport:
Sport involvement:
Level of competition:
Type of injury:
Length of time missed:
3
2t
Female
Gymnastics
l9 years
Division III
Non-healing shin stress fracture
4 months (first surgery) and 5 weeks (second surgery)
4
2t
Female
Basketball
12 years
Division I
Torn ACL
6 months
5
22
Male
Baseball
15 years
Division III
UCL/Ir4CL tear
9 months
\:---
THEME#1(Al:1):
THEME#2(Al:2):
THEME#3`Al:3):
THEME#4(Al:4):
THEME#5(Al:5):
Appendix L
Higher-Order Themes for Athlete f (Al)
Refiab was a long and mentally tiring process, however, her
trainer, parents, family, friends, and teammates showed concern
and support.
A though it was hard watching practices and games, being back
with the team after her injury made her feel beuer because her
teammates and coaches showed support and included hei in
functions.
Her injury caused a change of pUrr, required time for rehab, was
painful and more diffrcult mentally to deal with compared to her
previous injury, and it [the injury] was a big decision to go through
with the rehab process again.
Her second surgery was scary; she felt behind in her rehab
because she was comparing her progress with her previous injury
and to other athletes' ACL rehab and believed she would eam a.
starting position next season if she worked hard in rehab and got
back into shape over the summer.
She was nervous, scared, and hesitant about returning to play,
thought coming back to play was a mental thing, feared that she
would get hurt again, and believed that she would feel more
comfortable after she got her strength back.
ヽ'‐
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Appendix M
Higher…O der Themes for Athlete 2(A2)
THEME#1(A2:1): Although it was difflcult spending time at football when he
was ittllred,he worked hard in his rehab and was back the day
after his ittury,While knowing inlmediately after his
inJШりoccllrred that he'lnJllred his ACL and he would be out for a
long tirne.                 ・
THEME#2(A2:2): It was difflcult for him to stand on thc sidelincs and watch
everybody play while not being able to do anything and having
tearrmates treat hiln different because they fclt like he was“giving
up."
THEME#3(A2:3): He found support through friends,tearmates,trainers,and ha宙ng
another athlete in rehab with hiin,but did not rcccive support
frorn the coaching star
THEME#4(A2:4):  The ittury pr6cess was frustrating,depressing,hard,long,and
slow,and when he attempted to retum to play,he could not do
what hc used to do.He did come to telllls with his hJШり,felt
great,and was looking forward to Spring ball.
THEME#5(A2:5):  He was woded about his endllrance and thc condition ofhis knee,
was hesitant,and was praying thtt another ACL ittltt did not
happen agaln.
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Appendix N
Higher-Order Themes for Athlete 3 (A3)
THEME #l(A3:l): She did not want to deal with her injury, wanted an answer to what
was wrong, wotked through the pain, and because her injury
experience was long and frushating, she decided that if she were to
get injured again, she would not say anything to her trainers
because she would be scared of losing her senior season.
THEME #2 (A3:2): Although taking on a coaching role and having hdr teammates r
try to keep heras involved as possible, it was still hard and
even depressing because her teammates were competing and she
could not and she felt disconnected even ifher team had a
victory; she felt as though she didn't deserve what they
accomplished because she didn't contribute.
THEME #3 (A3:3): Her surgery was tough and affected her attitude and daily activities
' but her trainers and doctors always checked in on her and she
was able to talk with other teammates who had the same injury.
She wanted to work hard and make a return to show that the 
!
support and encouragement that her mom, friends, boyfriend, and
coach provided made a difference in her rehab.
THEME #4 (A3:4): With her adrenaline flying high upon a return to competition, she
projected that she woirld be nervous because she had not competed
in so long, worried that she would not meet her own and other
people's expectations, and thought that she could get hurt again.
.ヽ ｀
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Higher¨Order Themes for Athlete 4(A4)
THEME#1(A4:1): She kncw what was happening and wasin shock when hcr ACL
snapped because she thoughtit WOuld never happcn to her.A食じr
sllrgcry,shc felt likc and outsider,had a hard tirne and was
hStrated wlth sitting and watching,adapted to bcing
ittllrcd,but wishedlhat her ittury COuld have happened at a
different time.
THEME#2(A4:2):Although her parents, pastor, friends, and trainer were helpful after
her surgery and her injury helped her become closer with the team,
she wished she could have had more support from her coach and
believed that certain teammates were excited that she was injured
because they got to start.
While trying to stay positive in front of her team zind be
enthusiastic at practices, she felt worn out, felt like practices were
routine and she could not do anything right, that she was not
getting anywhere, and that it was just easier to be angry and upset.
Everyone always wanted to know how her knee was feeling, but
she hated talking about it all the time because she did not want to
be'looked at as someone who was hurt.
THEME#3(A4:3):
THEME#4fA4:4):
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+**1@ Although she was known for her hustle, she was planning to
change her game to become more of a finesse player and she fras.
nervous and stressed about getting hurt again, living up to 
!
expectations, getting back into shape, getting her speed, agility,
and skills back, and hoped that playing again would not feel
foreign to her.
●七上 、
THEME#1(A5:1):
THEME#2(A5:2):
THEME#3(A5:3):
THEME#4 fA5:4):
Appcndix P
Higher‐Order Themes Athlete 5(A5)
Whilc hc walkcd offthe ield,he knew that hc torc something in
his right elbow. He was upsct with his coach's and nursc's
rcsponse to his ittury,felt like he lct his tcaln and himself down;
and fclt the biggest incOnvenicnces to bc running from doctor to
doctor gc■ing refelTals,his insllrance cOmpany,slceping,taking
showers,going to class,and colning ba9k tO SChool late.
As a rcsult ofhis ittury,he fclt likc and outcast,dri■ed away fro島
and did not feel a part ofthe teanl,was depressed that he could not
play,had a difflcult tilne watching practice frOIn the bleachcrs and
evcn stOpped going to practicc,felt like everybody forgot about
him,and lacked support from his tcalllmates.
VVhile being cautious and sticking to what he was supposcd to do
in rehab,he lreated his arm as ifit was a porcelain dbH,shared
stories and compared workouts vath another athlete who had
Tommy John surgery,related to maOr lcague pitchers who had the
sarne sllrgery,and focllsed attention on every littlc thing while
throwing。
He was not pleased vnth the rehab process,thought his trainer was
unfriendly and not dcdicated to his rehab,feltthat he was a pain to
his trainer and was o■e  left n his own du五ng rehab,and did not
know ifhe was propcrly completing his excrciscs.
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THEME #5 (A5:5): He was out to prove people wrong and'vowed not to give up since
people did not take him seriously when he said that he was going q
to be back at 100 percent; and while his greatest concern was not
overworking his arm, his mechanics were amazing compared to
what they were before, and he felt like he was now more of a
pitcher than a thrower.
,8.
Appendix Q
Common Themes
= COMMON THEME #1 (Al:2. A2:2. A3:2. A4:1. A5:2):
Athletes had difficulty watching their teammates compete while
being physically limited as a result of their injuries.
Athletes found support through their parents, family, friends,
teammates, and athletic trainers.
COMMON THEME #3 (A2:1. ,A.4:1. ,4'5:l):
Immediately after their injuries occurred, the athletes recognized
they had experienced a serious injury.
COMMON THEME #4 (Al:5. A2:5. A3:4. A5:5):
Upon their return to play, athletes were nervous about getting
hurt again and worried about the condition of their injury and
regaining their skills.
COMMON THEME #5 (Al:1 A2:4. A'3:1. A4:3):
The athletes' injury rehabilitation was a long and'frustrating
process.
COMMON THEME #6 (A2:3. ,A,3:3. A5:3):
Athletes benefited from talking with other athletes who had
experienced a similar injury.
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